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INTROWCTION 
Recently, mental heal th professionals have beccrne m::>re aware of 
the practical limitations in trying to reach all of the pop.llations 
who need their assistance. 'Ihus, we have witnessed a novement away 
from traditional trea'bnent procedures toward a variety of m:>re 
innovative service approaches. '!he goal of such innovations, 
according to Allen, Olinsky, I.arcen, I.Dchman, & Selinger (1976), is 
to exterrl the reach arxi effectiveness of our psychotherapeutic 
techniques, thus inproving the capacity of our social organizations. 
Psychological inteJ:ventions may rDN focus on prevention, or the 
building of strengths arxi c:xmipetencies, rather than the slCM 
amelioration of weaknesses. Prevention has been defined by Bower 
(1969) as any social or psychological inteJ:vention that prom:>tes or 
enhances adaptive emotional functioning, or reduces the incidence 
arxi prevalence of emotional ma.ladjus'bnent, in the general 
population. Benefits of a preventive a:pproach may irx::lude the 
potentially greater rernediability of early-detected dysfunction arxi 
the reduction of personal suffering over the life span, decreased 
costs to the society in tenns of institutionalization arxi trea'bnent, 
as well as the possibility of strengthening c:xmipetent, adaptive 
behaviors in the general population. 
'!here have been problems in prom:>ting prevention because of 
difficulty defining the concept of general adaptive :functioning. 
Despite many years of efforts by both theorists arxi researchers, we 
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are :oo closer to a general definition of positive mental health than 
before {Gesten, de Apodaca, Weissberg, & cowen, 1979). '!bus, if 
effective fl.m=tianirg can:oot be fully defined or described, how can 
it be praioted? Atterrpts to define such a glci:>al entity ("9hlch may 
not even exist) have given way to efforts to identify am pi:a!Ote 
specific skills am oarpeten::ies, either cognitive or behavioral, 
"9hlch are thought to relate to positive adjustment. 'lherefore, a 
theory of cognitive problem-solvin;1 is bein;1 proposed in this thesis 
"9hlch suggests that there is a gro.Jpin;1 of problem-solvin;1 skills 
"9hlch mediate the quality of children's social adjustment. 
Until recently t empirical investigatiCl'l had focused al problem 
sol vin;1 as it applied to nonsocial content such as p.u:zles, mazes, 
am anagrams. However, little evidetx:e has been fo.Jni of a rel-
ationship between social adjustment am problem-solvin;1 performance 
on these inpersonal tasks. Rather, recent studies (Elardo & 
caldwell, 1979; Sarason & Sarason, 1981) have denx:mstrated a 
relationship between social adjustment am cognitive performance in 
sol vin;1 hypothetical social problems. Many of these studies have 
shown a significant relationship between overt behavioral adjustment 
am the ability to generate alternative solutiCl'lS to inteipersonal 
problems am anticipate their oonsequenoes. 'lhe major inplication 
of these studies, is that advalx:ed social-(X)9Jlitive abilities are 
positively correlated with the frequency of prosocial behavior, am 
negatively related to the frequency of antisocial behavior {Shantz, 
1983) • Evidetx:e of this kirx1 of relationship highlights the 
i:np:>rtance of treatin;1 peer relationship problems directly. If 
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children cx:ul.d be taught the skills to think abait am. solve 
interpersonal problems t they might beo:me better adjusted than those 
children who lack these skills. 
Review of Related Literature 
Jahoda (1953) was am::n.1 the first to recognize that an 
inilvidual can dlOose to apply a variety of problem-solving skills 
an::i strategies in problematic social situations. '!he application of 
such skills an::i strategies, Jahoda :reasoned, umerlies effective 
interpersonal behavior. D'ZUrilla & Goldfried (1971), m:>re than a 
decade later, were the next to erdorse problem-solving theoey. '!hey 
suggested the followi.n:J five-stage JIXXlel of social problem-solving: 
(a) problem-solving orientation or "set"; (b) problem definition an::i 
fonm.Uation; (c) qeneration of alternatives; (d) decision-makirg; 
am (e) verification. '!hey theorized that pecple who utilize all or 
m::ist of these stages in solving interpersonal problems \iall.d be m:>re 
highly adjusted than those who lack these skills. '!hey also 
proposed that problem-solving t.rainin:J procedures am. therapy 
applications cx:ul.d be made fran this JIXXlel. Al th:u3h these c:xmtri-
b.ltions were inp:>rtant to the develqinent of problem-solving theory, 
the applicability of cognitive-oriented problem-solving ocmcepts to 
real-life interpersonal situations needed :further validation. 
Spivack an::i Shure, am. their colleagues at Hahnemann Medical 
COllege an::i Hospital, un:iertook to exterrl interpersonal problem-
solving theory within the framework of a pi:03Lam of researcll aimed 
at measure develqinent an::i validation (Butler, 1979) • '!heir work 
has been perhaps, the :rost systematic arxi comprehensive approach in 
the field to date. After reviewing the backgrourrl of Interpersonal 
Cognitive Problem-Solving (ICPS), we shall retum to their program 
in nore detail. 
Interpersonal Cognitive Problem-Solving 
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Researchers have foun::l that problem solvers draw on, arxi appear 
to be limited by their repertoire of social-behavioral arrl social-
cognitive abilities (e.g. assertiveness arxi role-takin3' skills), as 
well as by their store of social knowledge (e.g. familiarity with 
social rules arxi conventions) in generatin3', evaluatin3', arxi solvin3' 
social dilennnas which confront them (Pellegrini & Urbain, 1985). 
For exairple, if a child is confronted with the problem of gettin3' a 
coveted toy from a playmate, his or her think.in:J arxi behavior could 
take one of a nn.lltitude of problem-solving options. He or she could 
ask for the toy, could take the toy, or could coerce the teacher to 
solve the problem. While a wide variety of cognitive proble:rn-
solving skills have been described by various researdiers, three 
especially have been fourrl that consistently differentiate adjusted 
children from those with behavioral problems: 
l. Alternative thinking: the ability to generate nn.lltiple 
alternative solutions to an interpersonal problem situation. 
2. Consequential thinking: the ability to foresee the 
immediate as well as the long range consequences of a 
particular alternative, arxi to use this information in the 
decision making process. 
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3. Means-en:is thinkim: the ability to elaborate or plan a 
series of specific actions to attain a given goal, to recxx;nize 
am devise ways aro.JI'rl potential ciJstaCles I am to use a 
:realistic time frairework in oonstructi.rg a means to the goal. 
(Spivack, Platt, & Shure, 1976) 
'Ihere is evidence that these skills are not n-easured by traditional 
intelligence tests. Studies Wich looked at this relationship 
(e.g., Spivack, Platt, & Shure, 1976) have foun:l low-t:o-m::xierate 
correlations between IQ am social problem-solvirg ability which, 
although significant, acoo.mt for a small percentage of variarx:e 
(Shantz, 1983). ICPS skills are also foun:l to be different in 
in'portant ways fran those skills needed in the solution of m:>re 
inpersonal problems, i.e., p..lZZles and anagrams (Little & Kerxial.l, 
1979) • Interpersonal p~lem-sol virg theory focuses m:>re on the 
stylistic prooesses of children's thought, especially in problematic 
intezpersonal situations. 
In initial atte:rrpts to teach cognitive problem-solvirg skills 
to children, three methods were m:st frequently used. eontimencv 
;management teaches children new ways of behavirg by reinforcirg 
desirable behaviors Wile ignorirg 'l.JOOesirable ones. Modeling 
teaches by der!onstratirg carpetent perf o:cnance in particular social 
situations. Both of these teach :irductively, it is up to the 
observer to infer principles fran the given behaviors. Coachirg 
strategies teach deductively. A number of general principles are 
provided, usually with behayioral exanples. 'lhe cbse.rver is then 
expected to use the principles to generate apprq>riate behavior in 
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future situations (Pellegrini & Urbain, 1985). A reoent approach 
that has fourrl supporting evidence is Inte:tpersonal COgnitive 
Problem-solving (ICPS). Similar to coaching in that both assune 
that cognitions mediate social behavior, ICPS fcx::uses on the covert 
processes of the cognitions rather that the content (i.e., 
identifying problems, generating alternative solutions, etc.; rather 
than what the child knc:Ms about social ettique). '!he pranise of 
such programs is that by training at the level of prooesses that 
theoretically mediate social oarpetence across a brocld ran;e of 
situations, generalizations will be built in as an integral part of 
treat:Jnent (Urbain & Kerrlall, 1980). 
ICPS training appears to be advantageous in that it is easily 
inplemented by teachers in classroom situations. Given that school 
is one of a child's major social outlets, this may be a prime 
env.irornnent for therapeutic efforts in multiple ways. SUch a 
program of training oc:Wd be l:W.lt into the orgoil'g rootine of the 
classroarn. '!his methcx:i c:twiates the need to separate problem 
children from their peers to inplement treat:Jnent. Seconily, 
teachers may represent a readily available treat:Jnent resource if the 
program could be designed to take into account their skills, needs 
and interests (Pellegrini & Urbain, 1985). Finally, given the 
thesis that children with proficient ICPS skills will be better 
adjusted, it may be possible through ICPS trainirq to teach gener-
ally well-functionil'g children a set of copil'g skills that would 
insulate them from social maladjust:Jnent in later years. Before we 
attetrpt new integrations of ICPS training hc:Mever, it is inportant 
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to review previous efforts. 'Iherefore, in the next section of this 
paper, we will review the effects of ICPS training on remedial 
efforts with disabled or maladjusted youths. Seconily, we will look 
at the effects of ICPS training on prevention in both "At Risk" arrl 
nonnally functioning children. 
ICPS Training 
Remediation 
One focus of ICPS training has been on remediation of social 
skills in maladjusted or disturl:>ed children. In their study, 
Ollerrlick an:i Hersen (1979) identified 36 inca.roerated juvenile 
delinquents with poor inteipersona1 skills. After matchirg subjects 
on relevant de:roogJ:aphic variables, they were assigned to either a 
social skills (SS) training group or a diS01SSion group. '!hose in 
the SS group focused on current interpersonal problems. Altanate 
methods of respon::1llg were devised, nx:xieled arrl role-played by the 
therapist arrl youths involved. SUbjects received feedback about 
their perfonnance arrl social reinforcement for their p:roblem-solvirq 
thinkirq arrl behavior. Behavioral measures foum the SS group to 
have :inproved significantly nore than the diSaJSSion group in their 
level of p:rosocial activity, though their actirq-out behavior did 
not significantly decrease for the recorded pericxi. one problem 
with this study however, is that the measures used to assess ICPS 
ability were not always relevant to the actirq-out behaviors that 
these youths exhibited. Measures which were nore appropriate to the 
behaviors of this type of child should have been utilized. 
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In a nore recent study, sarason arrl Sarason (1981) used 
modeling arrl role-playing in an effort to strerqthen the cognitive 
arrl social skills of students in a high school with high dropout arrl 
delinquency rates. Students who were taught effective decision-
making, as it was tenned in this study, were both able to th.ink of 
nore adaptive solutions to a problematic situation, arrl to perform 
nore effectively in a simulated job inteJ:View (involving self-
presentation) than control~ peers. 'Ihe results of this arrl 
s:ilnilar studies (i.e., sarason, 1968) are encouraging. If these 
skills can be taught to seriously maladjusted children arrl be 
maintained, the chances for rehabilitation are greatly increase1. 
Secondary Prevention 
Numerous attenpts have also been made to teach ICPS skills to 
children demonstrating early or relatively node.rate signs of social 
maladjustment. Many of these children cane fran lCM-inoane, or 
inner-city homes arrl evidence 'Weaker social abilities than their 
higher SES peers. 'Ihese children are considered to be "At Risk" for 
nore serious psychopathology later on arrl are suitable carrlidates 
for secorrlal:y prevention efforts (Pellegrini & Urbain, 1985). '!he 
nost persuasive firxti.n;Js are those presented by the Hahnemann 
researchers (Spivack & Shure, 1974; Shure & Spivack, 1979,1980). 
'Ihese researchers enlisted school teachers to train lower-class 
black children at't.el'rlin:1 inner-city nursecy arrl kin:3ergarten 
schools. Prior to treatment, the children were rated on level of 
social adjustment by their teacher arrl were ran::lanly assigned to 
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groups. Using m:xieling, role-playing, an:l social skills trainin;r, 
significant differences were foun:l between the treatment group an:l a 
matched control group. 'lhese differences were maintained for over a 
year as evidenced in a later study which measured the effects of two 
years of trainin;r against the sta.rrlard one. Resu1 ts of :this study 
(Shure & Spivack, 1979) showed that "At Risk" children gained 
significantly IOC>re from two years of trainin;r than one (a.00 that one 
was significantly better than none). Secorxlly, treated "At Risk" 
children inproved to alm:>st the same level of adjusbnent as the "Not 
At Risk" controls, whereas many of the "At Risk" controls 
(mitreated) showed post-test signs of social maladjustment. 'lhese 
findings are nn.ich nore encouraging than previous studies designed to 
help "At Risk" children, i.e., Head Start. With the growing 
awareness of the lack of treatment resources, a.00 the increased 
interest in community psychology, this method of training (i.e. , 
prevention} is encouraging. 
Primazy Prevention 
Whereas early ICPS training efforts focused on socially 
maladjusted a.00 lower class children, attempts to teach ICPS skills 
to non-clinical a.00 middle-class groups have proliferated in 
conjmiction with interest in primacy prevention. For exanple, 
Elardo am caldwell (1979) report positive findings fran their 
multifaceted efforts with middle-class 4th a.00 5th graders. 
Problem-solving c:x:mp::>nents focused on fonnulating alternatives to 
social problem situations through role play an:l discussion. other 
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facets of the pi:og1am were specifically designed to enhaooe the 
children's ability to identify Em:Jtions ard foster awareness of the 
tho.lghts an:i feel~ of themsP..1 ves ard others. o..rtcx:me shcMed that 
experimental children :inproved l!Dre than D:>-treatment controls an 
measures of cognitive role taking an:i alternative t:h.inkllq as well 
as an rati.n;Js of social behavior. Stgx>rt. for primary preventiai is 
m::>St a~ lt.i1en one observes lorg-tem data. In Shure ard 
Spivack's 1979 stOOy (above), the rati.n;Js of the children an level 
of adjustn-ent show significant diffe:renJes between the "Not At Risk" 
or "normal" children trained 2 years, 1 year, arxi no-treatment 
control children. It awear& then, that ICPS trainin;J may insulate 
youn:r children fran developin;J social adjustment prci:>lems. 
'lbere have also been a rumber of equivocal firxlin:Js in the 
literature an the trainin;J of ICPS skills. Weissberg, Gesten, 
Ccm'lrike, Toro, Rapkin, Davidson, & Cowen, (1981) presented a 52 
lesson, school-based, trainin;J pi:og1am to both a groop of black, 
inner-city, l~lass, third graders; as well as a groop of Wite, 
subw:ban, middle class ~. 'lheir p~ were similar to 
both those use:i above (Elamo & caldwell, 1979; Shure & Spivack, 1979) 
an:i results irrlicated inprovement an the cognitive prci:>lem-solvin;J 
measures. However, behavioral adjustment rati.n;Js were mt so clear-
cut. In the sul:mban sanple, trained children's prosocial behaviors 
inc::rease:i an:i negative behaviors had decreased. However, teacher-
rati.n;Js suggested that the same trainin;J program may have had a 
negative ill'lpact an m:ban children si?D! sane negative behaviors had 
in::reased. An e>q:>lanatian for these results was suggested when 
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UJ:ban el<peri:mental teadlers oanplained t.hat brainstonnirg 
alternative solutions often negatively affected class discipline. 
'!heir djscnnfort with this procedure was oot disoavered rmti1 it was 
reflected in measures used after the el<peri.ment was oanpleted. In a 
subsequent stll:iy I weissberq I Gestezl, Rapkin, Cowen, J:Bvidson, de.Apodaca., 
& M=Kim, (1981) modified their ICPS curric:W.um to meet the differirg 
needs of sul:m:ban and UJ:ban teachers. 'Ibis time, the results 
in:lica.ted inprow.ment in the prd::>lem-solvirg skills and teacher-
rated behaviors of all children. 
overall, the evidence st;:perts the therapeutic effectiveness of 
ICPS trainin;. Differences between stlliles which may aocount for 
sane discrepant fin::lin;Js .in::l.00e sum variables as definiticm of 
ICPS skills, methods of trainin; and measurement, and the 
furx:tion.in;J of subjects involved. Aooordirg to Pellegrini and 
U:tbain (1985), row is a critical juncture in determ:inin;J the fUture 
of this area of stll:iy. Only throu;Jh a strengtheni.rq of methodology, 
.in::ludirg consistent use of constructs, well defined sanples and 
control groo.ps, and use of starxmrdized measures; can we make 
oorx::lusive statements regardirg the effects of ICPS trainin;. 
current Issues 
'!he sec:x:n:3al:y prevention efforts which have been used with 
"At-Risk" children seem to allow for stigmatizaticm of children by 
both teachers and their peers. 'Ibis might interfere with arrt 
suooess ICPS trainirg ocW.d provide. 'lherefore, sane dlan:Je needs 
to be made in these pxograns. Although treatment for both graips is 
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essentially identical, in the past children we.re grcAJped aooord:il'q 
to their level of adjusbtent. we felt that an integratia'l of 
primacy prevention ard seoon:Uuy prevention might utilize the 
positive aspects of each ard still lead to successfUl treatments. 
'therefore, in this study, treatment is to be assigned on a classroan 
by classroan basis. In this way only the researcher will know the 
proble:m-solvin;J status of aey a1e child, ard the teachers, \rtlo 
inpleme:nt the program, will remain less biased. Since the programs 
for "oormal" ard "At-Risk" children are essentially the same, 
groupin;J their treatment~ two advantages: 1) "At-Risk" 
children are not rem::wed fran their classroan and thus stigmatized 
by treatnent, ani 2) the initially well adjusted children can seJ:Ve 
as peer role IOOdels durin;J treatment 1rtillch should s'tren3then 
adaptive behaviors in the "At-Risk" group. For the present, we must 
discx:mrt the problems in selection wch ocx::ur as a result of group 
assignment. we are hq>efUl. that the with.i.n-class c:xmparisals 
("Normal" vs. "At-Risk") will provide information not otheJ:wise 
available. 
Definition of Terms 
Since there has been sane ambiguity regardirg the 
conoeptualization of ICPS skills as used in the literature, we need 
to clarify their usage in this study. we chose to be consistent 
with the research of Spivack and Shure (1976,1979,1980) in relyin;J 
upon the three ICPS behaviors 1rtillch have JOOSt consistently 
differentiated adjusted fran non-adjusted children: 1) Altemative 
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thinking, 2) Consequential thinking, arrl 3) Means-errls thinking. 
Alternative thinking will be measured by the number of alternatives, 
or Means, a child can generate to a problematic situation. Q.lality 
of the alternatives has not been of .iltlportance previoosly because 
both good arrl poor problem-solvers can generate good an:i poor 
alternatives. Consequential thinking is un:ierstood as the ability 
to foresee both the immediate arrl lor:g ra?'X3e oonsequen::ies of a given 
alternative. 'Ihis ability will be looked at through the Means-errls 
Problem-sol v.in;J test (MEPS) • Finally, Means-ends thinking will be 
measured by the MEPS. Specifically, the MEPS is scored for the 
rn.nnber of means elaborated toward a given story goal, the number of 
obstacles that might be e:noountered on the way to that goal, arrl the 
number of i.rdications of time taken to reach the goal. 
Trainim Program 
o..ir trainin3' program will be sanewhat different than these 
which have been use::i in the past. However, many of the specifics 
have been adapted fran these programs (Spivack, et al., 1976; Elardo 
& Caldwell, 1979; weissberg, Gesten, Li.ebenstein, et al., 1980). 
'lhis is consistent with the theory of prevention programs (Allen, 
Olinsky, I.a.rc:en, et al., 1976) which suggests that because each 
environment is unique, the interventions used must be adapted to the 
specific placement. we will, however, utilize the same basic fonnat 
of presentation which has previoosly been used: (a) Divergent 
feel.in;Js arrl thought, (b) Problem identification (incl~ 
awareness of feel.in;Js), (c) Generation of alternatives, 
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(d) Consideration of ex>nsequences, (e) Elaboration of solutions, am 
(f) Integration of Problem-solving behaviors. A curriculum, 'Which 
:fully explains the training program we used will be fc:All'rl in 
Apperrlix B. 
Measurement 
A third area of confusion in past research has centered arourxi 
measurement. Problem-solving ability is to be evaluated by the 
measures available thus far in this area: '!be MEPS test (explained 
above) measures the number of Means (Altel:natives) qenerated, 
obstacles 'Which are proposed, am the nurnber of references to time 
in the solution to a problem. Although this test has not been 
cx:nnpletely stamardized, its validity am reliability are within 
acx::eptable limits. However, in evaluating adjustment, tests 'Which 
have been used ran;Je fran those spontanea.isly develcp:rl by the 
investigator, to the Devereux Elementacy School Behavior Rating 
Scale. Although the latter test has acceptable levels of validity, 
there are problems generated by this measure that 'WOUld be 
alleviated through the use of other available tests. One of the 
better available tests is F.delbroch am Achenbach's Teacher Rating 
Fonn (TRF) of the Otl.ld Behavior Olecklist (CBCL; Edelbroch & 
Achenbach, 1984). Its advantages go beyon1 acceptable validity an1 
generalizability. It is also stamardized over a fairly large 
population, am it includes information which will allow for 
measurement of children's adaptive functioning. It is the measure 
we will utilize in evaluating children's adaptive functioning. A 
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final measure, which has proved to be a reliable in:iex of adjustment 
(artler, 1979), is socianetric peer evaluation. When evaluatirq the 
effects of peer-oriented social behaviors, there is eviderx:e that 
peer acceptance, measured socianetrically, may be oonsidered a 
sensitive instrument for this purpose. 
Goals 
'!he goals of the present study are to ex.amine the relationship 
between children's ICPS skills, irrlices of socianetric acoeptance, 
an:i the quality of children's behavior as rated an the TRF. In so 
doin;J, perhaps we can eJQ?licate further the interrelationships 
between cognitive, behavioral, an:i reputational ooncepts of social 
adjusbnent that might have relevance for the developrent of further 
preventive-oriented training programs. Again, normal children \hlo 
leam to use ICPS skills should have a significantly better chance 
of remaining well adjusted than their untrained peers. "At-Risk" 
children \hlo leam to use these skills sh.ould be less likely to 
develop serious adjusbnent difficulties than their "At-Risk" peers. 
Moreover, by learning ICPS skills, we predict that many "At-Risk" 
children will improve to with.in nonnal limits of behavior. '!he fact 
that "At-Risk" children are not stigmatized by teachers am;or peers 
in this study, an:i the use of well-adjusted children as peer role 
models, should enhance the likelihood of this last goal. Finally, 
this study atterrpts to meet the above goals through the use of sourrl 
research practices. Many of the methodological errors cited by 
Pellegrini an:i Urbain (1985) have been addressed in this study. 
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Using constructs consistent with previous research, starrlardized 
measures, arxi appropriate control groups; it is hoped that this 
study will not only provide mea.nin;fu1 results, but will serve as a 
nodel whose starrl.ards future research will exemplify. 
SUrnmal:y of Maj or Hypotheses 
1. arildren in the experimental classes will inprove 
significantly m::>re in problern-solvirg ability than will 
children in the control classes. 
2. '!here is a positive relationship between problern-solvirg 
ability arxi children's behavior as rated on the TRF. 
3. 'Ihere is a positive relationship between problern-solvirg 
ability arxi peer acceptance. 
4. Children "At-Risk" for future maladjustment will retmn to 
within nonnal levels of behavior after problem-sol virg 
trainirg. 
MEIHOD 
SUbjects: 
SUbjects were 71 students (36 boys, 35 girls) at a catholic 
elementary school in a large metropolitan midwest city. 'lllis 
particular school was picked both for its close proximity to the 
university a.rxi because the children were of low, middle a.rxi high 
SES. Teachers were approached in a faculty mee~ at the beginnllq 
of the school year a.rxi told about the p%o::Jiam. 'lhree classes were 
recIUi ~ for the program, two experimental am a1e control. It was 
hoped that the three grades would be sequential because of 
develcpnental issues. Teachers fran the 4th, 5th, a.rxi 6th grade 
volunteered to teach their classes the program. 'Ihe experimental 
classes were randaml.y chosen to be the 4th a.rxi 6th grades. 'Ihe 5th 
grade teacher was told that her class would be taU3ht the program 
(if desired) when the experimental process was oarplete. 
SUbjects rarged in age fran 7 to 11 years old. 'Ihe program was 
taught durirg the Religion period for all classes. Most.dlildren 
were catholic, however not all expressed a religious belief. 
Al thalgh not all subjects participated in the measures, all 
participated in the program. Parents were sent a letter [~ 
A] infonnirg them that c.hildren in their c.hild's class would be 
given a new program in social Decision Mak.in;. To better evaluate 
the program as well as to better urxierstard the social networks in 
which children are involved, 'We asked parents for pemission to have 
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their child fill out a sociogram. It was decided that this was the 
only program cx:m1p0nent which necessitated parental pennission. All 
other ccmp:::>nents were non-threatenin;J an::l would be given as part of 
the ~ar classroom routine. If parents did not give pennission 
for their child to do this, they were contacted by Plane to request 
pe.nnission for their child to participate in the program evaluation 
measure, i.e., Means-Errls Problem-Solving Test (MEPS). If 
pe.nnission was granted, these children then participated in the 
ME.PS, although they were not able to fill out a sociogram. In total, 
61 students participated in the pre an::l post measures of prablem-
solving. Hc7Never, only 57 c:hildren filled out a sociogram. 'lhe 4th 
grade consisted of 25 children, the 5th had 27, an::l the 6th had 21. 
'Ihe teachers in the 4th an::l 5th grade were both new to the school. 
However, the 5th grade teacher was previously experienced; the 4th 
grade teacher had just received her teac:hi.rg certificate. 
Procedure: 
Teachers of the school were contacted before the new school 
year, to detennine whether they would be willing to ilrplernent the 
program at their school. When it was detennined that the three 
grades mentioned above would be willin;J to participate, an 
Interpersonal Cognitive Problem-Solving program was developed to 
meet the needs of 4th to 6th grade students. 'Ihis program [fourxi in 
Appendix BJ was adapted from various sources (Spivack, et al., 1976; 
Elardo & Caldwell, 1979; Weissberg, et al., 1980). Of these, the 
m:>St inp:>rtant an::l oc:mplete program was that of Weissberg et al. , 
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(1980). Althoogh this progiam was developed for 2m-4th graders, it 
was :oot too difficult to n:xlify ard adapt it for work with 4th-6th 
graders. 
Initially, meetil'gs were held with all three teachers to work 
out the logistics Of the program (e.g. I wat days it 'WOlld be 
taught) am just wat it entailed. 'lhis occurred one 100I'1th prior to 
the beqinnin; of the p1031am. Secx>rxi, the m:perimenter aCXlllired an 
assistant (another graduate stment) ~ was willin; to help 
i:aplement this piogiam in aie of the two m:perimental classes. Fach 
of the m:perimenters worked with aie class (based m our m..ttua1 
available time). I worked with the 4th grade, Jf¥ assistant with the 
6th grade. tessons were distrib..rted to the teachers ard m:peri-
menters at least one week prior to the date of their use. Meetirgs 
were held at the beqinnin; of every week to review the lesson plans, 
answer arrt questions, ard often to role play how the lesson shc:W..d 
be taught. '!his ensurei the c::xmparability of the progiam in both 
m:perimental classes. 'lhe ail.y factors Wich seem to differ were 
teacher's m:perierre, teachin:J styles, ard personality factors of 
the different classes. '!be 4th grade teadler ran a mre regimented 
(strict) classroan than did the 6th grade teadler. In the opinion 
of the m:perimenters, this was partly due to teacher's m:perierre 
ard partly due to personality factors of the different classes. 
'lhe progzam was introduced to the children two weeks before it 
was to begin. 'lhe m:perimenters obseJ:ved the classes in Wich they 
'WOlld work one week before the pi~ began. Im'in; this time, the 
m:perimenters were introduced to the children as graduate stu:lents 
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at Loyola University who waild be helpID] to teach them a pzogiam in 
social proble:m-solvin;J. 'lhe week before the pzogram was J:egun, 
un:lergraduate students who had been trained to administer the MEPS 
(Spivack & Shure, 1972) [see Apperrlix CJ came to the school an:i 
rem::wed children me at a tiJDe fran class to administer these 
proble:m-solvin;J stories to them. At no tiJDe before or after the 
program was a connection made between the testing arxi the program. 
n.rrin;J this same week, teachers administered the sociogram [See 
Apperrlix DJ to all the children who had parental pennission to 
participate in this measure. Finally, durin;J this week, an:i the 
first week of the pi:ogram, teachers filled cut the Teacher's Ratin;J 
Fo:nn (TRF) of the Child Behavior Profile (~ & Achenbach 
1984) for each child in their class. 'lhe TRF measured both Adaptive 
behaviors (sudl as workirg hard, happiness, etc.) arxi Negative 
behaviors (sudl as aggression). '!be ICPS program was l:egun in Mid-
octooer am ran twice weekly until Olrist:mas vacatioo in December. 
Since it had oot been administered in this fo:nn, teachers an:i 
experimenters were unsure how lag each lesson waild require. 'lhe 
majority of lessons required between 45 minutes arxi l hour. 
However, if students were heavily ergaqed in a lesson, it sanetiines 
ran for l hour 15 minutes. Finally, upon oarpletion of the seven 
week program, post-test measures were taken. 'lhe same 
un:iergraduates retumed to the school am administered the MEPS to 
the children. 'lhey were oot able to test the same children they had 
previoosly tested because teachers sent their students in a 
different order. However, as in the pre-test, each un:lergraduate 
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tested an equivalent rn.nnber of students from each of the three 
classes. 'Ihese same un::lergraduates typed the stories a.rd then 
scorerl the MEPS by using the scoring manual developed by aitler 
(1979) [foum in Appenjix CJ. '!RF scores were tabulated by both the 
urxiergraduates a.rd the experllnent.er. Socianetric ratings were 
tabulated by the experimenter. Teachers had the same students fill 
out sociograms who had done so in the pretest. Finally, before they 
left for O'lristmas vacation, teachers reevaluated each of their 
students on the '!'RF. 
After Orristmas vacation, the fifth grade teacher was contacted 
by the experimenter to detennine whether she wished to inplement the 
program in her classroom. She did. 'Iherefore, the same series of 
meetings proceeded instruction to the 5th grade. I sezved as the 
assistant in this class as well. '!he program ran f:ran February to 
April, the only difference was the lack of pre- a.rd post-testirq. 
Results of this study will be diso.issed in terms of the fo.Jr 
main hypotheses introduced above: (a) 'lhe illpact of trainirg al 
prablem-sol virg skills, (b) the effects of trainirg ai behavioral 
adjustment, (c) the effects of trainirg al peer-rated pop.llarity, 
a.rd (d) the effects of the ICPS p1og1am al children's "At-Risk" 
status. M.lch of the data inclu:ied extreme scores such that 
parametric statistics were not ~q>riate. 'lherefore, except for 
repeated measures (whidl ncn-parametrics do not allow) nc:t'l-
parametric statistics were used. All correlatiais, unless othezwise 
specified, are Speannan correlations. Inferential statistics were 
performed usin;;J the Mann-whitney 11 test, ani the Wilooxon Matc:hed-
Pairs Signed Rank Test. Arty other tests used will be specifically 
labelled. 
Prd;?lem-Solvirn Skill Acguisition 
'lhe first hypothesis su;R8Sted that e>q:>erimental grCups would 
llpl'O\Te significantly more than the control groop in prablem-solvirg 
ability as measured by the MEPS test. 'lhe MEPS test was divided 
into three categories, the rntmher of Means generated in the solution 
of a problem, the J'UlmbP..r of ctstacles raised to these solutions, and 
the rnnnbp..r of ref~ to Time in the solution of the prablem. 
Prd:>lem-sol virg measures pretest ani posttest responses were scored 
in:ieperxlently by two raters, blini to treatment ocn:litiai. 
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Interrater :reliabilities were cx:mp.rt:ed with a Pearson correlation 
for Means cr-.91) I a:stacles (r-.60) I Time er-. 73) I am Total Olarge 
(r-.89). It is apparent that for the variable Time, the lCM 
correlation was due in part to statistical artifact because alloost 
all pretest scores were o. Although this is part of the reasonirg 
for the discrepancy in Obstacles scorirq, part of the explanation 
must be that the scorers were not consistent in their definition of 
an obstacle. 'Ihe '!'RF a.rxi the sociogram were scored by the 
experimenter, as their rati.n;1s were able to be d:>jectively scored. 
'!here were no significant differences between the experimental 
a.rxi control classes in the ~ between Means generated frail 
pretest to posttest, 1.:1= 407, p>.05. In this main category of 
problem-sol virq, generation of Means, there were no differences in 
the am::iunt of improvement over time whether one was in the 
experimental group or the control group. In explorirq the reasons 
for this f:ll'din], it was ooted that the control group improved 
significantly in the number of means generated fran pretest to 
posttest, Wilcoxon ,g=2.4, p<.05. Secxn:i, the 4th grade did not 
:ilrq:>rove significantly fran pretest to posttest in the number of 
Means generated, Wilcoxon ~=.84, p>.05. '!he 6th grade, however, 
made the m:ist significant improvements Wilcoxon r- 2. 78, p<. 005. 
When both experimental classes were oambined (4th a.rxi 6th grade), 
significant improvement was fo..irxi, Wilcoxon _g=2.6, p<.01. 'Ihese 
results SU39ests that learnin;J to generate solutions to a problem 
may not be the m:ist i.Jrportant factor in teachirq problem-sol vi.rq 
pi:OJ:cans. other measures of problem-solvi.rq ability are diSOJSSed 
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below. Although the 4th grade did not ilrprove significantly, the 
hypothesis that the exper.illlental groups would ilrprove significantly 
nore than the control class, is nost directly tested by canbi..nin;J 
the exper.illlental classes. 'Ihus, both exper.illlental classes will be 
considered together in future analyses. 
'!he seco:rrl variable, Obstacles, was better able to distinguish 
between children in exper.illlental classes arxi children in the control 
group. '!he ability of children to raise obstacles to a given 
solution increased in the experimental classes significantly m:>re 
than in the control class, Y= 306, p<. OS. [Medians ani Rarges of 
Cl'lan3e scores are presented in Table l) • Since all groups ilrproved 
in the mnnber of Means generated, Obstacles seem to be the major 
variable which differentiate the effects of the ICPS program. 
Children's references to Time showed no significant chan;Jes for 
aey of the classes. In fact, pre-post chan;Jes "Were not obtainable 
because of the lack of variance (fran zero) an this measure. It was 
therefore concluded that the effect of this variable on the program 
was negligible. 
A final measure, Total Cl'lan3e, was cx.mposed of the three other 
variables, Cl'lan3e Means, Cl'lan3e Obstacles, arxi Cll.an;Je Tine. '!his 
variable was not used in analyses because it was fo..irxl that Cll.an;Je 
Means accounted for 92% of the variance in this measure ( ,r-.96, 
p<.001). Since there "Were no differences between exper.illlental a:rrl 
control groups in the mnnber of Means generated, no differences -were 
able to be fourrl in this variable. 
Table 1 
Median Olan;Je in Obstacles 
Rar'.ge in Chan;Je Obstacles, 
Exper.imenatal ard COntrol Groops. 
Median Olan;Je 
Obstacles 
Olan;Je Obstacles 
Rar'.ge 
Median Olan;Je 
Obstacles 
Olan:}e ctlstacles 
Ran;Je 
Exper.imental 
o.oo 
-4 to 10 
14 
COntrol 
o.oo 
-3 to 2 
5 
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Another f in:lin; \tbich suggests that Obstacles are the 
significant factor in teachin:] prablem-solvin;J was foorrl. At 
pretest, correlations between children's ability to generate Means 
arxi ct>stacles were significant for both experimental W· 62, p<. 001) 
arxi control groups cr-.48, p<.01). Althoogh both groups inproved 
significantly in their ability to generate Means at posttest, it was 
only in the Experim:mtal group that children who generated m:>:re 
Means were better able to foresee possible Obstacles to their 
solutions arxi work~ them, r-.59, p<.001. In the control 
group, one's ability to generate Posttest Means was negatively 
related to hisjher ability to prqx::ise Obstacles to a given solution, 
r- - • 38 I p< • 05 • Al tha.lgh both groups Significantly irx:reased the 
number of means they generated, this result suggests that the 
relationship between Mean charges arxi Obstacle increases was 
qualitatively different in the experim:mtal arxi control groups. 
ICPS program Wich is responsible for teachin;J one the ability to 
foresee possible Obstacles to solutions arxi how to work arolll'Xi them. 
Prol:>lem-Sol v;im Ability arxi Behavioral Adjustment 
To determine the relationship between prablem-solvin;J ability 
arxi children's behavioral 8djustment, correlations were made between 
scores on Edelbrock am Achenbach's TRF (1984), arxi p:rOOlem-solvin;J 
ability as measured by the MEPS. 'lhe TRF describes two kiirls of 
behavior, Adaptive arxi Problem behaviors. In previous studies, the 
only relationship \tbich has been denx:>nstrated is that between 
prablem-solvin;J ability am Adaptive behaviors. 'lherefo:re, the 
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highest correlations were expected in this area. No significant 
relationship was fc:x.m:i between d'lan;Je in Adaptive Behavior arrl 
charge in Obstacles for either gra.Jp. However, the relatiaiship 
between Chal'ge Means arxi Chal'ge in Adaptive Behavior shovJed a trerrl 
tc:Mard significance in the control group {.;-=.29, p<.10). ''lllis 
relationship was not significant in the experimental group. [See 
Table 2. ] 'Ihese results Wicate that children in the control group 
who were able to generate m:>re means to a given solution were rated 
as increasin;J in prosocial behaviors by their teacher. 'Ibis was not 
derronstrated in the experimental classes. 
Secorrl, the relationship between prablem-solvin;J (Means arrl 
Cbrtacles) arxi Problem behaviors was examined. In the experimental 
classes, there was a trerrl tcMard significance in the relationship 
between Chal'ge in Obstacles arxi Chal'ge in the number of Problem 
behaviors as rated an the TRF, .r- -.21, p<.10. '!he relationship 
between Chal'ge in Cbrtacles arrl Cl'lan;Je in Problem behavior for the 
control class was non-significant, ,r-.02, p>.10. Sllnilar fi.rdin3s 
were not dem:lnstrated between d:lan;Je in Means arrl charXJe in Problem 
behaviors, for either group (all p's >.10). 'lhese results Wicate 
that children in the experimental group who increased the number of 
Cbrtacles they proposed, were likely to be rated by their teachers 
as havin;J fewer Problem behaviors at posttest, than they did at 
pretest. In the control gra.Jp this relationship was not 
c:ienonstrated. It seems that in the experimental classes, the kini 
of problem-sol vin;J (Means, ct>stacles) which was rewarded was 
qualitatively different than that in the control class. 
Table 2 
Speannan Correlations Between Adaptive Behavior (TRF) 
arrl Prablem-Solvirg perfonnance on Means arrl Obstacles 
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I Adaptive Behavior Prcblem Behaviors 
I 
I Olarge Means -.07 NS -.07 NS 
I 
IE>Cperinental 
I Oian;Je Obstacles .12 NS -.22 p<.10 
I 
I 
I 01an;Je Means .29 p<.10 -.03 NS 
I Control 
I 
I 01an;Je Obstacles .25 NS -.02 NS 
I 
soa:res are Speannan Correlations 
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In other 'WOrds, for the experimental classes, a child's ability to 
raise Obstacles seers to be the m:st relevant source of information 
al:x:ut the child's behavior in the classroan. 
Prgblem-Solvinq am Peer Pa;W.aricy 
'lhe third hypothesis suggests that there is a positive 
relationship between one's problem-sol vin:;J ability am pop..llarity as 
rated by classmates. 'Ihis relationship was evaluated by the 
correlation between O'lan:]e in Pcpllarity am O'lan:]e µi problem-
solvin:;J ability. Specifically, for the experimental groop, the 
correlation between Olarqe Means am Olan:;1e in Pcpllarity was oot 
significant, r-.12, JP.OS; n::>r was it significant for the control 
groop r- - .18, JP. 05. '!here is n::> eviderx:le of a relationship between 
Cllarx]e Means am C'large in Pcpllarity for either Gralp. 
'lhe seoon:l relationship ~ch was looked at is that between 
Obstacles am Peer pop..llarity. In the experimental groop' the 
relationship between O'lan:]e Ci:lstacles am Olan:;1e in Pcpllarity was 
significant, r=.37, p<.Ol; for the control groop x- -.01, JP.lo. It 
appears that children in the experimental groop ~ produced a 
higher rrumber of obstacles became more pop..llar. In the oontrol 
groop this was oot the case. Again, a:istacles seem to be the 
problem-solvin:;J skill ~ch is best related to m:re objective 
behaviors, such as how one is viewed by one's peers. 'Ihe lack of 
this problem-solvin:;J skill in the control groop is possibly 
acx:n.mted for by lack of formalized t.raini.n; in problem-sol vi.n;J. 
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Children "At-Risk" 
'!he fourth hypothesis dealt with children in the experimental 
group who were considered "At-Risk" for future maladjustment. 
Previously, this categoi:y has been detennined by stOOent' s poor 
prc:blem-solvirg ability amjor the annmt of prc:blem behaviors as 
rated by their teachers. However, no norms have been p.lblished in 
this area. 'lherefore, it was diffic::ult to categorize who was "At-
Risk." Variables which were considered were Means, Obstacles, 
Teacher's Ratirgs, arxi Pcpllarity. Too few students \.were "At-Risk" 
in carparison to the other students for Obstacles an:l Teacher's 
Ratirgs to be used. When pretest Means were considered, 10 students 
were in the bottan quartile of the experimental group. Of these 10, 
only 4 (40%) increased their Means score at posttest. When pretest 
Pcpllarity was examined, 13 students were in the bottan quartile of 
the experimental group. Of these, only 2 (15%) had increased 
Pop.llarity scores at posttest. It was detennined that if at least 
50% had not shown i.nprovement, charge was not accx:iuntable to the 
ICPS program. EVen when pcp.llarity an:l Means were considered as a 
gra.Jpirg, only 7 of 21 (33%) inproved to within a ''Not-At-Risk" 
categoi:y. It was decided that the i.nprovement rates shrul.d be 
examined for the control group arxi cx:mpared to those of the 
experimental group. Rates of i.nprovernent for this group were fourxi 
to be the same as those in the experimental classes. I.ess than one-
half i.nproved on any sirgle or c::anbined measure. 'lherefore, there 
were no differences foon:i between the experimental group arxi the 
control group in the i.nprovernent rates of "At-Risk" children. 
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Too few students were fam:i to be "At-Risk" in either group to 
suwcrt the hypothesis of ~e ftan "At-Risk." Seocn:ily I there 
was clearly not erx:u)h dlarqe in either group to deteJ:1Dine that the 
ICPS program had aey effect cm whether a sb.D!nt m:wed ftan an "At-
Risk" categoi:y to ''Not-At-Risk." 
DISaJSSIOO 
'!he major results of this study oonoem the relatiooships 
betWeen the experimental treatment and Social Problem-SOlvin:;J (SPS) 
abilities, SPS ability and overt Behavior (measured by teachers) I 
an:l SPS ability an:l l?l:pll.arity. 
Discussion of Hypothesis l: 
Results in problem-solvin:;J ability did not tum rut exactly as 
predicted. '!he area most problematic was that of Means. 'lhe 4th 
grade children did not inprove significantly in the m.nnber of Means 
generated. However, because of the specific hypothesis, wnen the 
two experimental classes (4 & 6) were canbined, inprovement was 
significant. 'lhe Sth grade (oantrols) inproved significantly as 
well. Explanations for these results may suggest why the 4th grade 
did not inprove significantly, and why the 5th grade did so. 
'!he 4th grade results may be due, in part, to their non-program 
classroan experience. An essential part of the pi:cgLam incl.\Xles SPS 
dialoguin:;J wnen a problem arises in the classroan. 'lhe 4th grade 
teacher did not report utilizin:;J this process as Jmlch as the 6th 
grade teacher. secorxlly, the 4th classroan was :run mre strictly 
than were other classes. '!his was due in part to this teacher's 
inexperience. 'lherefore, there was not as much q:p::>rtuni.ty arXVor 
flexibility for dialoguin:;J to arise in this classroan. A final 
explanation may have to do with cxmnitment to the prog%am. ltl'len the 
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4th grade teacher was confronted by parents who asked 'Wey their 
children needed to fill out peer evaluations early in the year, she 
was unable to venture an explanation, although it had been explained 
to her. 'lhese parents did not give pennission for their children to 
participate in the sociogram. 'lhus it appears that, at least 
initially, there was sane hesitancy abrut the program on this 
teacher's part. It appears that sane CXl'l'lbination of this teacher's 
inexperience, lack of ocmnitment, arrljor inflexibility usin;J the SPS 
process durin;J non-program tiine, oontrib.lted to the results achieved 
by 4th grade children. 
'!he control grCAJp inproved significantly in rn.nnber of Means 
generated. A reason was fCA.ll'Xi for this when the program was later 
administenrl to the control grCAJp. D.lrin;J the section on 
Brain.stormin;J solutions to problems, the teacher explained that she 
had used this technique of generatin;J Means to solve cla.ssroan 
problems all year lon;. 'lhus, the 5th grade in sane sense had 
carpensato:ry trea'bnent at least in the generation of Means. 
In contrast to the finiin3s presented above, significant 
differences were fCA.Jl'Xi between the groups in their ability to 
propose Obstacles. It appears, that al though the control grCAJp was 
taught to use Means, no enphasis was placed on the ilrp:>rtanoe of 
Obstacles as an integral part of Prd::>lem-solvin;J. Secxlrdly, it was 
only in the experimental groups that one's ability to ptq:iose 
Obstacles was significantly related to hisjher ability to ptq>OSe 
Means. '!his data suggests that although the ability to generate 
multiple means to a solution is ilrp:>rtant, SPS ability is ioore than 
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just the generation of Means. Rather, maturity in reasanin; about 
the social 'Wl:>rld arx:l resourcefulness in plannin;J solutions involves 
one's ability to foresee Obstacles arx:l 'Wl:>rk aroon::l them. '!his is 
consistent with previous literature (Spivack & Shure, 1982) 'Witlc.h 
suggests th.at ability to foresee Obstacles is a later stage of 
problem-solvin;J ability. Although the majority of adults are able 
to foresee obstacles in prablem-solvin;J, this ability is developed 
aver time arx:l is not oc:mronly foun1 in very Yourv;J children. It 
appears th.at the period \ttlen this ability becanes nore inportant 
developnentally, coincides with the age of children in this study. 
one conclusion 'Witlc.h may be drawn fran these results is th.at 
children who participated in the program leanied a qualitatively 
different kin:1 of problem-sol vin;J. Problem-sol vin;J taught in the 
ICPS program may effect childrens' ability to generate Means. '!his 
is unclear because of the ilrprovement shown by the control gro.Jp. 
However, the tmilateral i.ra-ease of the experimental classes in 
ability to p?:"q>OSe Obstacles, clearly appears to be associated with 
the efforts of this program. '!hat c.harxJe in ability to generate 
Obstacles is significantly related to other nore cbjective measures, 
is increased evidence th.at Obstacles are the significant factor of 
sucx::essful prablem-solvin;J ability in this study. 
Discussion of Hypothesis 2: 
Resu1 ts of this h}'IX'thesis show a relationship between prablem-
sol vin;J abilities arx:l overt Behavior (as rated by teachers). 'Ihe 
relationship between <llarge in Obstacles arx:l <llarge in Problem 
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behaviors showed a trerrl toward signif ican:ie for children in the 
experimental group. SUCh a relationship was oot denonstrated in the 
control group. Nor was the relationship significant between Cllarge 
in Means arrl Cllan;Je in Problem behaviors for either group. '1hese 
fin::lin;s iniicate that in the experimental classes, one's ability to 
foresee arrl work arouni Obstacles in problem-sol virg was 
significantly related to positive ~es in Teacher's ratirgs of 
Problem behavior. 
One other J:eSUl t raises prd:>lems for this fi.ndin;J, however. 
'Ihe control group showed a si:milar trerrl toward significan:ie in the 
relationship between Cllan;Je in Means arrl Cllan;Je in Adaptive Behavior 
as rated by teachers. '!his J:eSUl t is m:>St cuMonly foun::l in the 
literature as an effect of the treatment program. What makes this 
f i.ndin;J problematic here is that the control group evidences the 
fi.ndin;J arrl the experimental classes do oot. AlthcAlgh aey 
explanation at this point is Post Hoc, this J:eSUl t could be 
attrib..rt:ed to ~t was inportant in the program. '!he significant 
variable of C'harge for children in the control class was Means. 
'Iherefore, it makes sense that children who in'proved m:>St in this 
variable would be mre positively rated by their teacher. 'lllro.lgh 
the generation of Means, children in the control class "Were 
fUlfillirg the teacher's expectations of classroan problem-solvirg. 
In the experimental classes, children did oot erxi the program 
with the generation of Means. '!hey wnt on to investigate 
consequences an:i Obstacles as pa.rt of sol virg prd:>lems. 'lhus, 
number of Means may oot be as inportant a factor as quality of 
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Means, an:i a later stage of Prcblem-solvirq, such as the ability to 
foresee Obstacles, may be a better predictor of Teadler's ratin;Js 
after canpletirq the program than Means, an early skill. Perhaps 
if the experimental classes had been evaluated after they had just 
learned Means, they too waild have denv:mstrated a significant 
relationship between 01arx]e Means an:i Teacher's ratin;Js. '!be 
distinction between Adaptive Behavior an::i Prcblem Behavior is 
inp:>rtant as well. If a problem-sol virq skill can reduce Negative 
behaviors, it waild seem to be 110re inp:>rtant to a teacher's 
perception of classrocan environment, than inc::reasirq one's Adaptive 
behavior if all other factors are the same. '1hus, in tenns of this 
study, that children's better ability to propose Cbrt:acles was 
related to fewer negative classroan behavior is a significant 
result. 
Discussion of Hypothesis 3: 
'!be third hypothesis en;ilasizes the relationship between 
children's Prcblem-solvirq ability an::i their Pcp.ilarity, as rated by 
peers. Experimental classes dem::mstrated a significant relationship 
between 01arx]e in the number of Obstacles proposed an:i 01arx]e in 
their Pcp.llarity. '!his relationship was not evident for the Control 
class. Secord, neither group showed a significant relationship 
between 01arx]e in Means an:i Cl1ar¥]e in l?Op.llarity. 'lhe DDSt obvioos 
explanation for this firrlirg is that it is a result of the ICPS 
program. only in classes in Wi.ch children had :received fonnal 
trainirg was there a significant relationship between increase in 
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Prablem-solvirg ability (Obstacles) ard Popularity. 
An alternative explanation of this fin:lirq suggests that it was 
only those children who resporxied to the deman:is of the environment 
who became mre pc:p.llar. '!here was a deman::i for children to learn 
the whole of Prablem-solvirg. only those children who resporxied to 
this deman::i, as evidencej by greater ability to pi:opose Obstacles (a 
higher stage of SPS) became rated mre pcp.ll.ar by their peers. 
Whichever explanation is aooepted, it still seems that children's 
increased :pop.llarity is, in part, due to the effects of the Prablem-
solvin:J p:rogram. In the control class, there was :oo relationship 
between aey of the Problem-sol vin:J variables taught in the pr:ogram 
an::1 increase in Pcpllarity. 'lhus, objective effects of this p:rogram 
are apparent. 
Discussion of Hypothesis 4 
'!be idea that this procp:am would significantly inpact ai the 
behavior of "At-Risk" children was not bom a.it. In part, this was 
due to the lc:M number of children who could be considered "At-Risk" 
in the p:rogram. seoomly, though, children who were the poorest 
problem-solvers an:Vor the least pc:p.llar did not significantly 
ini>rove in these areas. 'lbeir i.ni>rovement rates did not differ fran 
those of the control class, an::1 neither groop increased by as much 
as 50%. 'lbese results nay be due to the poor definition of "At-
Risk" behaviors. If a mre thorcugh definition of this tem had 
been developed before the p:rogram was i.ni>lemented, perllaps mre 
i.ni>rovement would have been fourd. 
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A secorxi explanation, hc:Mever, is that this program was 
designed as a primary prevention inte%Vention. None of the children 
in these classes were referred to me for clinical interventiai, 
although a few of these children arxi their families were in 
treatlrent at the time of the study. Sin::e this program was oriented 
toward prevention, arxi not remediation of maladaptive behavior, 
techniques which were errployed were designed to strer¢hen exist.llq 
problem-solvirg behaviors. Little time was spent with irxiividuals 
in order to mediate their problem-sol virg deficiencies. Future 
programs which interxi remediation as part of their c:utoc:.me shoold 
focus their efforts on irxiividual children's problem-solvirg 
abilities. '!bus, children who were deficient problem solvers would 
receive proportionately n::>re SPS trainirg in order to equate them 
with their ''Not-At-Risk" peers. Results of this study irxiicate that 
unless such special attention is given to poor problem solvers, 
their problem-solvirg abilities may not in::rease in the context of a 
regular SPS program. 
SUrmnaey of this study: 
'lbe results of this study are enoouragirg, especially in light 
of previously unsucx:essful problem-solvirg efforts. '!be program 
classes inproved in their level of ICPS ability. Al though there 
were no differences in generation of Means, the experimental classes 
in::reased significantly n::>re than did the control class in ability 
to pr~ ctistacles, a higher stage of Problem-solvirg ability. In 
addition, ability to piq)OSe a:stacles was fall'rl to be relate:i to 
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two different, objective ratirgs: Teacher's ratirgs of behavior am 
Peer ratirgs of Pop.llarity. 'lhe design of this stud:y tries to 
answer many of the methodological shortoanirgs fam:i in a previais 
review of the ICPS literature (Pellegrini & urbain, 1985). Problem-
solvin] measures "Were taken both before arxi after the pzcg:cam. A 
control grcq> was enployed to determine \rthat effects might be 
maturational. M::>st inp:>rtantly, Problem-solvin] ability was tied to 
separate measures of adjustment: peer rati.n;s arxi teacher 
evalua.tioos. Teacher evalua.tialS "Were cxn:iucted ai a m::>re fonnal, 
stamardized measure than has been used previaisly. 'lhe usefulness 
of the 'IRF, even with children who do not eviderx::e maladjustment, is 
apparent in this study. Its lergth can be considered a dra't.mck. 
Hc:Mever, because of this, it becanes less likely that teachers will 
rerre;mher the ratirgs they had previaisly given students. By usin] 
reliable am starrlardized measures such as the '!RF, researchers can 
be nore confident aba1t their results, as well as m::>re oalfident 
aba1t the generalizability of programs such as ICPS to rut.side 
behavior. 
'lhere "Were problems in this stud:y tr.hlch need to be remediated 
if the program is to be replicated. First, sex>rers of Problem-
solvin] measures "Were ally taught how to sex>re the materials. In 
the future, sex>rers shc:W.d first be trained to a high level of 
inter-rater reliability before they begin to sex>re the materials. 
'lhis will ensure m::>re inter-rater oansisten:::y en oonstroct:s tmic:h 
may be scmewhat subjective. Seoorxily, alth:u;Jh the scorers "Were 
blim to tr.hlc:h students 'Were in the experimental arxi control 
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classes, they were not blird to which MEPS were pre- am whidl were 
post-test. 'Ihus, the scorers may have been biased for all groops to 
improve at posttest. '1he differential results of the experilDental. 
arxi control groops suggest that this was prci:>ably not the case. [In 
ad1ition, a third, highly devoted, frien:i re-scored all tests blird 
to previoos scores, condition, am time of testing. Results were 
similar to original soorin;J. J Were the st.my to be repeated, the 
e:xperilnenter 'Wall.d haVe utilized an attention-oantrol groop. '1he 
control groop 'Wall.d have had classes, similar in lergth arxi type of 
presentation to those used in the e:xperilDental. groop. However, 
topics for discussion might have been ~ such as current 
events. In this study however, the prci:>lem was that the teadler of 
the control class solved classroc:m prci:>lems throogh di eoission arxi 
generation of solutions (Means) • '!his is irrelevant to trmet:her or 
not the class received sane kirxi of treatnent. 'lherefore, 
regardless of whether the control class receives similar non-
treatnent, they shc:W.d be mni.tored closely to ensure that they are 
not reoeivin;J cx:mpensatory treatnent. · 
COnclusions: 
'lbese firdirgs Sl.qJeSt that Intel'personal. COgnitive Prd::>lem-
solvin;J skills can be taught to· older children than those with whan 
this method is usually used. Althou;h teac:hln;J ycurger children has 
advantages in terms of future prevention (see Spivack & Shure, 
1985), sanetimes this trainin;J is not available to yamger children. 
In tenns of the materials presented, sane aspects of prci:>lem-
sol vin:;J are better learned when c::hildren are older an:l have the 
oognitive capacity to plan for future events. It a~ in this 
study, for exanple, that there is a trem between age ard one's 
ability to ilrprove in the nrnnber of Cb;t.acles proposed (r-.22, 
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p< .10) • '!his suggests one reason why the 6th grade shcMed the mst 
improvement in prd:>lem-solvin:;J ability. 
Secon:i, the time frame of the initial program (teac.hin;J the 
basics) can be reduced while still producin;J positive results is 
encouragin:;J both for prevention efforts an:l the teachers ~ may 
implement these programs. It has previo..JSly been shown that a 
larger span of t.raininJ produces greater gains than a shorter 
trainin.;J period (Shure & Spivack, 1979). Hc:Mever, in terms of 
teachers' willingness to implement the program initially, that sane 
improvement can be shown in 7 weeks (both statistically an:l 
subjectively in this study) may encourage their future use of the 
ICPS program. Perllaps mst .in:licative of the pzogram's ilrpact is 
the fact that member's of the school staff continued an:l exparded 
the program durin:;J the remairxler of the year. Parents contacted the 
researcher to ask for a presentation so that the parents oc:W.d 
continue the work this summer. Finally, the 3 teac::h.ers ~ were 
involved are oamni.tted to utilizin;J the program next year. 
F\rture Directions: 
Al though inprovernents were made in this study fran past 
research, llUlCh is yet to be known. One neoessazy line of research 
is the analysis of the oarp:ments of the trainixg programs. Future 
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studies shoold focus on hCM specific ICPS skills (i.e., Identifyirg 
Problems, Means, Q:msequerx:es, & Ci:>stacles) may relate to objective 
gains. For exairple, a tine-series design which evaluated the 
children after each oarponent was taught, might tell us which of the 
oc:mponents is JOOSt inp::>rtant in progLam overall. However, such 
constant evaluation might affect the program adversely as wel.l. 
A seoom chan;Je might be to have observers, who were blin:l to 
subject's experimental corrlition, unobtnisively rate the childrens' 
behavior at different points in the program to detennine at what 
stage cl'lanJe is JOOSt apparent. Finally, an ideal study wa.U.d teach 
ICPS at hane in oanjtmetion with the school program. 'lbe .inportant 
factor is that parents wa.ild be able to practice these skills with 
their children in mre than one environment. It was awarent in 
this study that \t8len ICPS skills were reinforced rutside of the 
specific class time, the JOOSt inprovement was made. 'lberefore, if 
the skills were reinforced at hane as well as at school, greater ard 
mre lastin;J inprovement shc:W.d be ~t. 
In conclusioo, the firliinJs of this sb.xly, considered with 
those of previais sttxlies, iniicate that Inte.Ipersonal. Cognitive 
Prablem-Solvirg trainirg is a pranisirg preventive awroach. Social 
prablem-solvirg efforts appear to enhance children's social 
ccmpetence an:l sanetilnes reduce negative behaviors. 'lbe advantages 
of such programrnin;J becanes further evident when w notice trerrls 
suggestirg an increase ll1 maladjusted behavior patterns as children 
m:we thralgh the early grades into adol~. No claim is made 
that ICPS trainin; is the ooly way to inprcwe behavior. It is 
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recognized that the fin:lin;Js in this stOOy are not caci.usive. 
'lhere is oo ~that the ICPS progz:am presented here was 
responsible for significant c:tlan]es in Mr:! of the children. Secon:i, 
reasons '\trily sane children '\rhlo were in the pz:ogz:am did not ilrprove 
(e.g., bane environment, neighborllood, personality factors) were not 
thorcughly investigated. Nevertheless, by :t:uildirg oanpeterx:ies 
designed to keep relatively oonnal children fran m::>re sericus 
distw:banoe later, we have taken the initial steps toward the goal 
of prilnaey prevention. 
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Parent Consent Fenn 
As you may know, our school participates in Educational 
research projects from time to time durinl the school year. 
CUrrently we are teachirg the children a unit on SOcial Decision 
Making. '!his involves enumeratinJ the various thin]s one must do to 
make a decision in an interpersonal situation. To allow us to 
better UOO.erstan:i the social networks in which children are 
involve1, we need nore information in one area specifically. We ask 
your permission for your child -------- to participate 
in fillinJ out a sociogram. '!his involves each child fillinl out a 
questionnaire in which he/she names who he/she nw::st am least 
associates with. In this manner, we will be able to detennine the 
various networks of frierrlships in the school environment. 
'!he sociogram will be oorrlucte1 by Janes Keyes, a Fh.D. 
student at Ioyola University, an:i his assistants. Your child's nane 
will not appear on arq school records an:i the write-up of the 
project won't mention the names of irrlividual children. If you have 
arq questions, or you wculd like nore information before signinl 
this fonn, please feel free to give us a call at--------
PI.EASE REnJRN '!HIS FORM WI'IH Y<XJR CiIID 'ro SCHOOL 'n:M:>RRCM' M:>RNING. 
'!HANKS VERY MUOI! ! 
School Principal Project Coordinator 
Yes__ I give consent for nr:f child to participate 
No __ I do not consent for nr:f child to participate 
signiture of Parent/Guardian ----------- Date. __ _ 
APmIDIX B 
Interpersonal Cognitive Problem-Solvi!q Program 
(ICPS] 
Also Known As 
'!he I can Problem Solve Program 
(by the children for 'Whan it was inte.n:led) 
A Trainllq Marrual For Teachers 
of 4th-6th Grade Cllldren 
originally Developed by: 
Roger P. weissberg 
Ellis L. Gesten 
Nancy L. Liebenstein 
I<athleen Doherty Schmid 
Heidi Hutton 
1'kxlified an:i adapted for use with older children 
in a shorter time frame by: 
James A. KeyeS 
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Introduction 
Everyday, a child enca.mters a variety of situations in which he 
is forced to deal with interpersonal prd::>lem.s. 'lhese prd::>lem.s may 
occur at heme, at play time, or in the classrcxn. How well a child 
harxiles these difficulties has i.nportant oonsequeces for how he feels 
about himself, as well as for how others perceive h.lln. In sane ways, 
a child's ability to solve interpersonal prd::>lem.s may affect hisjher 
overall enotional wellbeirxJ an::i developnent. unfortunately, many 
children are not effective prd::>lem solvers. Sane behave inpll.sively. 
'Ihey are unaware of their feelin;Js, don't set qoals, think of 
alternative ways to solve their problems, or stop to consider the 
potential consequences of their actions. 
'Ihe qoal of the ICPS program is to teach children how to 
effectively harxile interpersonal difficulties withou~ always havirxJ 
to rely on adults for help. 'Ihis program is cognitively based. It 
does not teach children what to think. Rather, it teaches them how 
to think when experiencirxJ an interpersonal prd::>lem. As children 
learn to identify feelin;Js, think of alternative solutions, an::i 
anticipate cansequences of their behavior, they beoane better able to 
effectively resolve conflict with others. 
Many research an::i theoretical articles about childhcxxi 
developnent which describe the nature of heal thy f\m:::tionin;r, place 
gcxxi interpersonal prd::>lem solvirxJ skills high on the list of key 
characteristics. Althcugh oanbinations of life experiences, 
motivation an::i curiosity help sane people to develop excellent 
interpersonal prd::>lem-sol virxJ skills, others are less fortunate. As 
the children have been told in the program, learnin:;J ICPS skills is 
very much like learnin:;J math skills. Athcugh when we were yourg, we 
had to calculate what 2 + 2 equals, we rl:M can process that equation 
autanatically. While producirxJ solutions to a see:min;lly s:llrple 
prd::>lem seems tedious, by learnin:;J an::i practicirxJ prd::>lem-solvirxJ 
procedures, we may better learn to solve such prd::>lem.s autanatically 
an::i decisively with little oanscious awareness of the process. 
'Ihe ICPS CUrriculum 
'!he ICPS curiculum is divided into seven weekly units. '!he 
first six units (weeks) cover the six prd::>lem solvirxJ steps an::i 
related oonoepts (i.e., obstacles). '!he final week is dedicated to 
en:iirq the fonnal program, evaluatirxJ it, ard preparing the class as 
to how they may use the prd::>lem-solving process in the future. 
Because no single method is equally effective with all children, the 
ICPS curriculum uses a variety of teachirxJ methods. 'Ihose include, 
didactic, discussions, :roleplayirxJ, sane prd::>lem-solvirxJ hanework, 
an::i :role-playirxJ. In this manner the children nove fran the mre 
abstract (i.e., didactic) to mre concrete representations of the 
problems they will faoe (in the role-plays). 
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Teachirn ICPS in the Classroan 
'lhe manual is designed to be taught sequentially. 'lberefore, 
it is not suggested that teachers charqe the order or delete lessons. 
However, the specific scripts which are presented are by no means 
unchan;Jable. In fact, it is suggested that teachers nmify exanples 
arxi other aspects of the lessons so that they better meet the needs 
of their in:tividual classroans. S:iooe this manual was designed to 
meet the needs of children in grades 4-6, it is suggested that 
teachers locate the original soorce (listed above) if they wish to 
'WOrk with yourqer children. If teachers wish to work with older 
children, this program may be used by no:lifyirg the lessons an1 
exanples so they are m:>re applicable to the specific age group with 
which they are to be used. 
~ 
ICPS lessons usually require 45 minutes to teach. Teachers 
report that certain lessons, which introduce re# oa~ or those 
which sbxients becane overly en;aged with easily lasted 60 minutes. 
Certainly, if tiine becanes a factor in a certain lesson, it can be 
split arxi the 1.mfinished portions c::arpleted a different day. '1he 
lessons shoold be scheduled two (2) tines weekly (i.e., Morrlay arxi 
'lbursday). 1-Dst lessons are written as if an aide is to be present. 
HCMeVer, they :may be adapted so they are appropriate to teachers with 
no help. It is recxxmnen:led that even after the program is finished, 
proble:m-solvin;J time becctre a pennanent part of the weekly schedule. 
Teachers who have finished the formal program, the m:>re c::x::>gnitive 
section, have sanetines gone on to adapt the program to other 
situations. 'lbese "real-life" situations m:>re often involve sane 
m:>rality or evaluative ccnp:>nent. '!bis program could pave the way to 
talk.irg abrut choices involvin;J sex, drugs/alcohol. 'lhe program has 
even been used as an introduction to the catholic sacrament of 
Reconciliation (confession) - i.e., knowirg how to make appropriate 
social decisions. 
Finally, it is suggested that m:>re than one teacher in a school 
inplement this program at one tiine. It has been foord to be helpful 
to djs;o.JSs the lessons before teac.hirq them, as ~l as to cc:mpare 
notes of how different children respon:led to different lessons. If 
it is possible to work with other teachers in this :manner, the 
ongoin;J experience will be a m:>re enjoyable one. 
Week I resson 1 
I. Feelings in c:m-selves ani others. 
Objectives: 
1. To get the children involved frcm the very start as 
participants in the prablem-solvin;J program. 
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2. To help children to identify ani becane acquainted with an 
expan1ed repertoire of feelings in them.selves an:l others. 
3. Focus on the ~nal problems that are oor 
focus, rather than .inpersona1 problems. 
Presentation: 
First, it is inp:>rtant to explain to the dlildren that there are 
different kWs of feelin;Js, QX>D FEELINGS an:l NOI' SO QX>D FEELINGS. 
[we will use the term Not so Good rather than "bad" or "scacy'' 
feelings.] Secomly, the children llUlSt leam that everyone has 
different feelin;Js, even about the same situations. Pel:haps give an 
ex.ample of when you feel differently about the same situation as 
someone else. 
SUMMARY OF romrs 'ro EIAOORATE: 
1) Everyone has feelin;Js. 
2) Sane feelin;Js are Good an:l sane are Not so Good. 
3) All feelings are inp:>rtant an:l good to leam about. 
4) People may feel differently about the same thin;;J. 
o:mtinue with the class: one problem with feelin;Js is that 
we can't see feelin;Js. Feelin;Js are inside. If feelin;Js are inside, 
how can we tell how saneone is feelin;J? (call upon volunteers first) 
1. By IOOKING at the expressions on peoples faces an:l 
watd'lin;J their actions. 
2. By LISTENmG to what they say or how they say it. 
3 • By ASKING ''How' do you feel ? 11 
Activity arrl Discussion: 
Iarge Group: 
Present an elaborated version of this situation: 
FAYE 'WAS AT HER DE.SK WHEN ELI.EN ENTERED 
'!HE RXJ1. ELLEN IOOKED SAD. 
Ask the follc:Mi.n;J questions: 
Why might Ellen be upset? 
HCM will Ellen feel? 
can you show the groop how Ellen watld look if she were upset? 
What are several ways that Faye can deal with Ellen's feelirqs? 
What watld Faye say to show Ellen that she was oonoerned? 
How would Faye look if she were oonoerned about Ellen? 
How would Faye look if she were not oonoerned about Ellen? 
What do you think happens next? 
What are. sane other reasons for feelin;J upset arrl dejected? 
small Group Activity: 
Break into small groups of apx. 6-8 children. When they are in 
groups, they are to read the follc:Mi.n;J situation: 
After school, the girlsjboys are playin;J tetherl:>a.11 on the 
playg:rc:md. Jean feels the other girls have not given her 
ernigh turns. She beocmes upset, leaves the groop, arrl sits 
down arrl cries. 'llle other girls •••• 
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'llle small group then djsrusses the followin;J questions writin;J down 
as many answers as possible. 
How might Jean be feelin;J? Write down lots of ways. 
What are the other girls f eelin;J? 
What do you suppose the other girls do? 
HCM does that cl'lan;Je Jean's feelirqs? 
can you think of sanethirg that the girls might say to make Jean 
feel better? 
can you think of sanethirg that the girls might say to make Jean 
feel worse? 
Enrichment Ideas [for the other days of the \Yeek] 
Have children look up mre difficult feelin;J words in the dictionaxy. 
Have children write stories about (magazine) pictures which mention a 
situation arx1 its related feelin;Js. 
Word List: Afraid 
Am 
Angry 
Ask 
\ 
16 
El 
17 
11 
Across: 
z 
3 
,, 
1. Three ways to tell 00. OOieaie is feeling 
are to lad<, listen, and __ _ 
3. CXie way to tell iJlat a penui is feeling oo 
the inside is to lad< oo the----' 
5. I _ happy .tel I neke a new friend. 
6. Everyme has----
7. If my best friend DDVed far 8\oeY I I 
wool.d feel 
9. Saiet.:ines we feel me way, and 9:1Iething 
happens to neke us feel differently. 
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Change 
Feelings 
Good 
Happy 
Inside 
Proud 
Outside 
Sad 
• 
II 
Sam e 
I 'I 
10 
11. Wal I do well oo my spelling test, 
I feel 
12. If Jdm stole my percil, I woold 
feel at him. 
Ihm: 
2. Not everyone feels the aboot 
the things that happen to then. 
4. We can't see feelings because they 
are oo the 
-----' 
5. If you had to stay inside a~ rouse 
by yoorsel.f. yoo might feel 
Feelings doo't always stay the s:me, SJietiJJes 
they 8. Ch yoor birtlxiay. yoo might feel --· 
10. Sale feelings are good feelings. Others are oot~ ___ feelings. 
Week I lesson 2 
I. Divergent 'Ihinkin;J 
Obiectives: 
1. To increase the children's un::ierstan:iin an1 
acx::eptance of (especially non-piysical) in:lividual 
differences. 
2. To e.nccmage the generation of rew ( & unique) ideas 
from sane given infonnation (in small an1 large 
groups). 
3. Teachers are to stress creativity in the child's 
prablem-solvirg atterpts. 
4. Increase children's expectancies that problems can 
often be solved. as a result of their own efforts. 
[Fspecially thralgh m:delirg an1 role-playirg] 
Presentation 
'Ihe teacher talks with the class as a whole: 
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Re:me:mber in our Prablem-solvirg unit on (day of week), we 
talked aOOut feelirgs. Evecyone has feelirgs. iihey are invisible 
an1 inside. People often feel differently, even aOOut the same 
t.hin:Js. [See if a volunteer can repeat the points aOOut feelirgs.) 
Today, we are goirg to talk aOOut thinkin:J. Not the kirrl of thinkin:J 
we do for a math test, or to write a pa:per, rut the kirrl of thinkin:J 
which involves people. For exanple, we can all see that 1fr:1 shirt is 
• '!hat's obvious. art sane of you may think blue is a great 
---,--
color, while others hate the color blue; others yet, don't care 
either way. so you see, we can all think aOOut the same t.hin:J in a 
different way. 
Activity an1 Discussion 
IARGE ~: 
Now, lets take an exatrple. I want to see haw differently people 
in this classroan think. Lets p.rt up on the board all the possible 
ways that you could cane to school. [No matter haw silly or •way cut• 
an idea, it's written down.) Aft:eJ:Wcmis, reinforce that we can all 
th.ink of different thirgs. 
If time permits, here is an activity to get everyone in the 
class involved.. "Because we all think differently an1 have different 
feeli.rgs, we are different people/in:lividuals. I want to take a feM 
minutes to go arc:x.url the roan an1 have everyone tell one thirg that 
makes you feel inp:>rtant, special, or good aOOut yoorself. 
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SMAIL GRa.JP: 
Preparation: Chll.dren will be en::::a.iraged to identify 
differences ~people arrl to disaJSs how "We can becane acceptirg 
of our own arrl other people's differences. (i.e., Discrimination 
entails nore than just skin color or gender. We often see instances 
of discrimination arouni our school for many reasons. Because "We nt::M 
know that eveeyone is sane.how different, w can St.gX>rt people's 
irxlividual differences, rather than make fUn of them.) 
In small g:roup: 
Listen to the followirg story am answer the questions below . 
When your group is finished. 
Every Friday, Mrs. Jones quizzes the children in her class rut 
lcu:i. Many of the children love this time because they prepare for 
it am can show how smart they are, am because Mrs. Jones gives lots 
of canpliments to children who do 'Well. 'lbere are other children 
however, 'Who don't do so 'Well in these p:::ip quizzes. 
Sane of these children study for the quizzes, sane do not. 
Martin always practiced hard for these days, b.rt often had 
difficulty answerirg the questions. SanetiJnes it was because the 
questions were too hard, arrl sanetiJnes it was because he just got too 
ne.nrous answerirg in front of everybody. '!his particular Friday, he 
studied especially hard for the quiz. He was sure that he'd do 'Well. 
When Mrs. Jones called on him arrl asked him a question, he 
answered. [For exanple, the question could have been What color is 
the sun? Martin could have answered that the sun is gasea.is. '!his 
is correct, am means that the sun has oo color. But because they 
didn't study as DnlCh, the other kids didn't know that, or even let 
hi:m finish.] It sam:ied as if he were answerirg a totally different 
question arrl all the kids started laughirg at him. Howard who sat 
next to Martin said "Boy Martin, are you dumb." Several other 
classmates said the sait'e 1:hin;J. All of a sudden, Martin rushed rut 
of the roan. Mrs. Jones went after him. In a few minutes, she came 
back to the class arrl talked with them. 
~ONS: 
Why do you think Martin ran out of the roan? 
Why did Howard say somethin] upsettirg to Martin? 
Why do you think Martin got so upset? 
What thcughts arrl f eelirgs do you sui:p:ise the class members 
have rrM? 
What do you think Mrs. Jones said to the class? 
How do you~ Mrs. Jones feels? 
What will happen next? Why? 
How can the class work together to solve this problem? 
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Week II lesson l 
I. Problem Identification 
OV'er.riew 
In this unit, w beqin to focus on actual problem situations: 
~problems. For the p.irpose of this program, a problem 
is define:i as SCMEIHING '!HAT HAPPENS BE1'WEEN PIDPIE '!HAT GIVES 
SCMEONE "NOT SO GCX>D" OR UPSEI' F.EELINGS. . After learnin;J this 
definition, children are taught the first three (of six) problem-
solving steps which include: 
(1) Say exactly 'What the problem is [Define the Problem]. 
(2) Decide on yoor goal [Set a Goal] • 
(3) stop to think before yoo act [stop and 'Dtlnk]. 
rur p.u:poses are to make the children m:>re aware of the 
inteJ:personal problems that they experience daily, and to begin to 
teach them that they are capable of solving these difficulties on 
their a.m. Specifically, before they can progress further, children 
must recognize a problem situation when it cxx:urs, identify the 
problem, and specify a desirable ootcane. 
Objectives 
(1) 'Ib introduce the definition of inteJ:personal problems. 
(2) 'Ib have the children list concrete specific problems which 
they have faced, and to identify the feelirgs they have when 
experiencing these difficulties. By listin:J cattttal inter-
personal problems and their related feelirgs, it is hoped 
that children's capacities to recognize and cope with them 
will be enhanced. 
(3) 'Ib introduce the problem-solving process by describing the 
first 3 steps: 
l. Say exactly 'What the problem is. 
2. Decide on yoor goal. 
3. Stop to think before yoo act. 
II. Presentation and Procedure 
A. Definin:] "Problem" 
Class, w•ve already said that when people are feeling Not so 
Gocxi or~' it's because they are having sane kini of problem. 
'lhe problems w are ta1.kin;J about have sane things in OCll1ll'OI'l: 
['Ihese 3 concepts may be put on posters, blt at least should be put 
on the board] 
(1) 'lhe problems w are ta1.kin;J about all have More than one 
person in them. 
(2) When there is a problem, saneone is hav:in::J strorg feelin;s, 
usually not so good feelin;s or upset feelin;s. 
(3) Problems must be solved - We have to do or say sanet:hirg to 
make the problem stop or go away. 
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Now that we know that problems involve nore than one person, an:i 
make us feel upset, or rX>t so good, an:i that they must be solved; Who 
can say what a problem is all in one sentence? (Call on volunteer) 
Gocxi! A problem hai:pens between people an:i gives saneone 
unh.a:t::JJY or upset feelin;s. I.et's say that all together (Repeat). 
ArXl who remembers what we do with our problems? (volmxteer) '!bat's 
right. we want to solve our prd:>lems. we want to tey to do 
sanet:hirg to make them stop or go away. Solv:in::J a prablem helps us 
to stop feel:in::J upset or start feel:in::J okay again. 
B. Brainstormil'g prablems an:l their associated feelirgs. 
Now that we know what prablems are, let's see how many we can 
name. Remember, we are ta1kirq about problems people have with each 
other. 'lhink about prablems that boys an:i girls have at bane, in our 
school or even in our class. we will make a big, larq list of these 
on the board. When you think of a prablem, also tell how it makes 
you feel. But, as we talk about the prablems, don't mention anyone's 
name in particular. 
Teacher I F.ach prablem an:l its associated feelirgs shcW.d be 
I listed on the board. It wail.d help to have a ffM 
I different volunteers say how each prablem makes 
I them feel. '!bat will etrphasize the point that PEDPIE 
I MAY FEEL AND 'nDNK DIFFERENTLY AFDJr 'mE SAME 'lmNG. 
!Continue to ask the class to generate a list as larq as 
I possible {i.e. 10-20 prablems}. we are tey:in::J to get 
las many categories an:i types of prd:>lems listed as 
I possible. 
'Ihe lesson may be conclOOed by: 
a. Reinforc:in::J children for their productivity, an:i makirg a 
special point of camnent:in::J on the wide variety of 
prablems an:i feelin;s which all of us have. 
b. Reviewin;J the definition of prablems. 
Small GrollpS: 
'Ihe children should then break up into their small groups. '!he 
groups are to be i.nst.ructed to develop a role play of saneone having 
an ~nal problem. Tell the children: 
I WANT YOO 'ro IUl' 'roGE'IHER A OOE-MINtJIE PIAY WHICH S1D\'S 
SCMroNE HAVING AN mrERPERSONAL ~BUM (LIKE WE JUST TAI1<ED 
AEnJT). IT SHCXJID mCWDE AIL 'lliREE cx::MroNENI'S OF A ~BUM: 
A) IT SHCXJID HAPPEN BEIWEEN MJ:RE 'lliAN cm: PERSON. 
B) IT IEAilS 'ro UPSET FEELINGS. 
C) 'IHINK OF AT I.FAST cm: WAY 'ro SOLVE '!HE ~BUM. 
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After abc:ut five minutes, the groups shoold be allowed to 
present their play (with no interruptions fran the rest of the 
class). After each group is finished, then the class shoold discuss, 
for a couple minutes, 'What they saw. 
When the role-plays are finished, the class should regroJp for 
an introduction to the next section. [Al tha.lgh the children won't 
remember all of this r'll!N section, presentirq it will give the class a 
chance to settle down am make a better transition back to the 
academic subjects. 
c. 'll1e 1st three problem-solvirq steps. 
Now, I want you all to pay close attention while we leam 
together the first three problem-solvirq steps. 
At this point it would make thirqs clearest if the teacher 
de:roc>nstrated a concrete problem that has ha:wened in class. For 
exanple, she might walk over to a child, tell hinVher to write down 
five t:hin;s you're goirq to tell hiJTVher. '!hen, take hisjher pencil 
away am ask: 
1. Do you have a problem? (Yes) 
2. What caused the problem? (Yru took nry pencil) 
3. How does it make you feel tme?l saneone takes your pencil? 
(mad, sad) 
4. So, if you said exactly 'What the problem is, you might say, 
"I'm mad because you took nry pencil." 
5. Next, we have to decide upon rur goal- Does anyone kncM 'What 
a goal is? (class disaJSSion). A goal is the way you want 
t:hin;s to errl up. What is your goal? (To get the pencil back) 
6. So, step 1. is to say exactly 'What the problem is, am Step 2. 
is to decide on your goal. Who kncMs 'What oaoes next? 
(volunteers). step 3. is one of the mst iltp:>rtant parts of 
problem sol vi.rg- S'roP 'ro '!HINK BEFORE YOO ACT! Don't be in 
a rush. we want to stop to think before doin;J anyt:hiiq so we 
won't do sanethirq in a hurry that makes the problem worse. 
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large Group: 
A sanple prablem is given. 'Ihe children shcW.d identify the 
problem arrl work through the three prablem solvirg steps in a step-
by-step fashion. 
Mary c.ame up to where a group of kids were playirg a softball 
game. 'Ihe teams already had even numbers. Mary asked 11can I play?" 
Everybc:xfy just said "No". 
What is the problem in this story? 
Hovr does Mary knc::M she has a prablem? 
What is the First thirg she does to solve her prablem? 
'!hen, 'What is the secooo thirg she shcW.d do? 
An1 last? 
As the group erds, say: SO CI.ASS, '!ODAY WE 'VE U'ARNED 9:1IH H:M 'ro 
IDENl'IFY A PROBUM, AND '!HE FIRST 'lHREE PROBUM SOLVlNG SI'EPS. I.EI'' S 
SAY 'lHEM 'ItXiE'lliER. 
A PROBUM IS sanethirg that hawera; between people am gives 
saneone upset feelin;Js. 
'!HE FIRST 'lHREE PROBUM-SOLVING SI'EPS ARE: 
1. Define the Prd>lem. 
2 • Set a qoa.l. 
3. stop am think before you act. 
one optional closirg exercise ~d be to ask them how they feel 
abc:ut solvirg these kin:is of prablems. "IS IT HARD OR FASY 'ro SOLVE 
CXJR PROBLEMS, CIA$?" '!here shcW.d be sane disagreement. Briefly 
discuss the :reasons behi.00 each volunteer's q>inioo. Finally, 
however, the lesson shoold errl on the upbeat optimistic note that '!HE 
RJRI.OSE OF '!HE PROBUM-SOLVING PRCGRAM IS 'ro MAKE US BErl'ER AT 
~ CUI' PROBLEMS LIKE 'lHE OOES WE 'VE MENTIONED." 
SPECIAL NOrES 
- Same ll'ember of the teac:hin;J team shoold be sure to ~ the 
problem list am associated feel~. '!his is extremely inportant 
s.iooe these prablems will provide the basis for certain later 
discussion am role-playirg activities. 
- It is essential to maintain a focus on arrl to list only 
intei:personal. or social prablems. Should children suggest personal 
or inpersonal problems, gently steer them towards intel:personal. ones 
by sayirg sanethirg like: "Yes, that can sure be a prci:>lem, but 
right rDil, we' re tryirg to think of problems between us arx:l other 
people. can you think of a problem with other people in it?" 
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- If a child brixgs up family difficulties, or problems with 
school personnel, they may be listed, rut problems Wich involve 
peers should be eqilasized m:>re strorgly. Altl'x:u3h it's okay to 
diso.lSS problems involvi.rg parents or teachers (e.g., "Yoo. are 
accused of startirq a fight yru didn't start"; "Yoo. want to get the 
teacher's attention rut don't knc:M how'') , the primary focus should be 
on inte+personal peer related difficulties in sc.hool, playq.ro.ll'Xi, arrl 
neighborllood 
- When a child offers the word ''bad" as a feeli.rg, the 
teacher should firrl oo:t how the child means the word arrl re}i1rase it 
to mean unhappy, naughty, etc.- Widlever definition seems to fit. 
'Ihe reason for discouragin;J the use of the f:hrase ''bad feelirgs" is 
that we want to corwey the message that it is okay to feel arrl 
express feelixgs of arqer, sadness, etc. 'lhese are oo m:>re ''bad" 
feelixgs than are feelixgs of joy, etc. 
- For g:roops of children who have rx>t been eXposed to the 
term "solve" , the synonym "fix'' or other explanato:ry phrases may be 
used quite a lot at first to clarify its usage. 
- In this lesson, there should be .DQ mention of solutions. 
'Ihinkirg of alternative solutions is problem solvin;J step 4 which 
will be taught in a future lesson. At that time, we will leam that 
a solution is a way to solve a problem arrl also a way to reach a 
goal. 'Ihe difference between solution arrl goal is a subtle one which 
is sometimes oonfused. Referri.rg again to the pencil steali.rg 
problem may make the distirci:.ion clearer. Jon's goal was to get his 
pencil back. 'Ihere are many ways (alternative solutions) to reach 
this goal. One solution is to ask Betty for his pencil, another, is 
to hit her, ani a third is to tell the teacher. 
To prevent a child fran off eri.rg a solution instead of a 
goal, it will be helpfUl (at first) to explain what qoal means (i.e., 
the way yru want thiigs to en:i up, what yru want to ~) whenever 
yru ask a child to "decide an the qoal". 
- It is highly z:eo:tlllten:ied that teachers allow children to 
specify only one goal to a particular problem. If ll'Ore than one goal 
is JOOntioned, children will be confused later \iben they t:ry to 
generate solutions to reach the goal. In later lessons, it will 
becane clear that choosi.rg an appropriate qoal for a problem can be 
c::anq:>lex. '!his is because the same problem may have many goals 
deperxlirg upon who is makirg the selection or even when it is made. 
After children have learned abalt generatin;J alternative solutions 
an:i anticipatin;J oonsequenoes, it will be beneficial for teachers to 
i.rrlicate that "chanqin;J goals" is sanetimes neoessa:ry. (E.G., If 
Betty stole Jon's pencil am refused to give it back~ he asked 
for it, he might "charge his qoal" to gettin;J another pencil.) For 
the present, however, limiti.rg disrussion to~ qoal will make it 
easier to urx3e:rstani step 2. 
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Week II lesson 2. 
Objective: To review the definition of a problem an::l the first three 
problern-solvirg steps. Secondly, to give dlildren a chance to 
practice (behaviorally) the problem solvirg skills which they have 
been discussirg at a verbal (i.e., oon-perfonnarx:e) level. Actirq 
rut the steps which have been discussed will help to consolidate the 
dlildren' s un1erstarxiirg of the corx::epts involved. 
Presentation & Procedure: 
1. OKAY, Problem-solvers, Who can define a "Problem"? 
a) A problem is sanet.hirg that happens between people arxi 
gives saneone "oot-so-good" or upset feelirgs. 
Gocxl. Now, just for a little practice, let's listen to the 
followin;1 situation an::l identify the problem or prci:>lems. 
A am..D ~ A OOX OF CANDY AND OIHERS IN HIS CIASS WANT 'IO 
SHARE rr, BJI' 'IHE anID WANIS 'IO SHCM rr 'IO HIS/HER FAMILY. 
What is the problem here? Who has the problem? Gocxl. 
Now is the hard part. What are the first three problem-solvi.rg 
steps? 
a) Define the Problem. 
b) set a goal. 
c) stop arxi think before you act. 
Small Groops: 
'Ihe list of problems which was generated in the last lesson 
shc:W.d first be read to each groop by the groop leader. F.ach groop 
will then select a problem fran the list to be role-playe::l. For the 
first problem selected, it will be mst instructive if the groop 
leader acts rut the part of the person with the problem. One or two 
others shoold be calle::l upon to be the ''problem-causers". Before the 
role-play starts, the teacher should have the groop carefully 
structure ttmat they are goi.rg to do. A typical role-play might go as 
follows: 
l) 'Ihe leader \tJO\lld say to the class, IN THIS PROBUM, I 'LL BE 
WATOllNG TEI.EVISION, AND AND WILL o:ME: IN AND 
CliANGE 'IHE CHANNEL. 
2) After the ''problem-causers" preterrl to charqe the channel, the 
leader shoold look arqry or upset, an::l say, 
a) I'M FEELING ANGRY. 
b) MY PROBI.m IS '!HAT '!HEY OiANGED 'IHE CHANNEL WHILE I WAS 
WA'ICHING MY FAVORITE SHOO. 
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c) MY GOAL IS TO GEI' '!HEM TO ClJANGE IT BACK. 
d) I'M oomG TO STOP AND '!HINK BEFORE ACI'ING. 
'!he groop members who are oot involved in the role-play should be 
instructed to pay careful attention as observers. After each role-
play, they should be asked such questions as : 
1) HCM many problem-solvir:g steps did the actors recall? Which 
ones were they? 
2) Which steps were forgotten? 
3) How did the main character feel? HCM could you tell? 
4) HCM would you feel if you had the problem? 
5) What's a goal? ('!he way you want thi.rgs to em up) • 
6) Why is it .ilTlportant to stq> an::1 think before act.in;? (SO you 
don't act too quickly an::1 make the problem worse). 
A sir:gle problem may be acted cut nore than ax:e usir:g a 
different team each ti.Ire, an::l/or other problems may also be used. 
After questionir:g the observers, it is IOC>St inportant to praise the 
children for participating regardless of the quality of their 
efforts. Tcy to fin:i something positive aoout their actions an::1 
{gently) speak of those thi.rgs 'Which could have been done differently 
or nore clearly. 
Special Notes: 
- Role-playir:g {'While a lot of :fun for IOC>St) may be difficult 
at first for some children at this age {an::l even for adults!). 
Hence, it's especially .ilTlportant that the experierx:s be made as 
supportive, positive, arrl rewardirg for the children as possible. 
'Ihis will be a particular help for subsequent lessons 'Which deperd 
m::>re heavily on role-play. 
Word List: Change 
Feelings 
Looking 
I 2. 
" 
r 
" 
, 
-
Across: 
1. A __ is ln.i we want things to end up. 
4. A __ happens bet:1oeen bKJ or mre 
people, and gives scm:ooe UJ:Set feelings. 
5. Yoo can't see a feeling; it's on the 
7. Oir feelings aren't always the S91£!. 
Saret:ines they 
Goal Stop 
Problem Inside 
Good Say 
~ 
....__ 
:r 
't 
I 
9. Before we act, it is inqlortant to 
---and think. 
Ihm: 
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2. Three ways to tell ln.i s:irecre is feeling 
are by _, listening and asking. 
3. Everyooe has 
6. The first problen solving step says to 
___ what the problen is. 
8. Saret:ines we have gocxi feelings. ~ we have a problen, we have oot-s:i- _ feelings. 
Week III Lesson 1 
Generation of Alternatives 
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OVei:view: '!he primacy objective of this unit is that the child 
generate several alternative solutions to a problematic situation. 
Here the divergent thinkin;J arrl brainstonnin;J tedmiques are 8R'lied 
to social problems. '!he rationale is that brainstormllx.;J many 
possible alternative solutions will in::rease the likelihocxi that the 
:rost effective solution will be available to the child. '!he teadler 
defers judgement of the solutions arrl enccurages the children to 
generate as many solutions as possible. '!he goal here is to 
establish an orientation that lookin; for alternatives will maximize 
proble:m-solvin;J effectiveness. '!his is one of the JOOSt inportant 
units of the curriculum arrl one that has deronstrated the JOOSt 
effective results. 
Summarily, 1. '!here are lots of different ways to solve a problem. 
2. It is useful to think of as many solutions as 
possible (generatin;J alternative solutions 
increases proble:m-solvin;J efficiercy). 
Objectives: 
3. It is inportant to be persistent in generatin;J 
alternatives. 
1. 'Ib review the first three proble:m-solvin;J steps. 
2. 'Ib define "Solution" (or alternatives) 
3. 'Ib introduce problem-sol vin:] step #4: '!HINK OF AS 
MANY SOwrIONS AS YOO' CAN. 
4. 'Ib encourage children to offer as many solutions as 
possible to a specific problem. 
Presentation arrl Procedure: 
Before introducin;J the 4th problem-solvin;J step, it is 
inportant that the children urrlerstan:l the inportant oorv::epts we have 
djscussed: feelirgs, problems, arxi also the first three problem-
solvin;J steps. 
CI.ASS I 'lliE FIRST '!HING WE' RE OOIN:; 'IO 00 'IOIY\.Y I IS 'IO 
REVIEW 'lliE FIRST 'IHREE PROBUM-SOLVING SI'EPS. 
A useful tool to introduce at this point is the problem-solvi:rg 
staircase: (on the board) 
___ I step 61 
___ I steps I 
stop & 'Ihinkl Step 4 I 
Decide on Goal I Step 3 I 
Say Problem I Step 2 I 
!Step 1 I 
OOYS AND GIRIS, m A M:MENT WE WILL PI.AY A GAME CAill:D ''WHAT 
EISE?" WE'LL ALSO BE TAII<ING AEaJ'I' PROBUM SOLVING STEP #4 'WHIOI 
'IEUS US WHAT 'ro 00 AFTER WE'VE STATED CX1R PROBllM AND GC::lAL, AND 
SIOPPED 'ro '!HINK. BJI' FIRST, I WAN!' 'IO TEACi YOO A NEW tDRD. 
While writin;J SOIIJI'ION on the board, ask 
OOES ANYOOE I<NCM WHAT A SOIIJI'ION IS? 
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After a few volunteers resporx:l, the teacher may clarify their answers 
by holding up the card defi.nin:J "solution" an.i sayin;J: 
A SOIIJI'ION IS A WAY 'IO SOLVE OR FIX A PROBUM. 
Introducirq Problem-solvirq step #4 may begin by askin;J: 
CI.ASS, Im MANY WAYS ARE 'IHERE 'ro SOLVE A PROBUM-
OOE, OR MJRE '!HAN OOE? 
'!hen have the class read the secord solution oorrept card. 
'!HERE ARE WIS OF DIFFERENT WAYS 'ro SOLVE A PROBUM. 
NCM WE' RE READY FOR PROBUM-SOLVING SI'EP NUMBER 41 
Write the follc:Mirx;1 on the board or a poster to be read by the class: 
'IlilNK OF AS MANY SOIIJI'IONS AS YOO CAN. 
'!'HIS IS 'nm FOORIH PROBUM-SOLVING mIE ON CX1R P-S STAIRCASE. 
Let's look at an example: 
Questions: 
'lhis is 5arah an.i sane of the children in her class. 
Sarah just mved into town. She wants to be frierx:Is 
with the other girls an.i boys, but she is lonely an.i 
a little shy. 
1. How do yru think Sarah feels? What are yrur clues? 
2. What is causin;J the prci>lem? What wculd Sarah say? 
3. What's Sarah's goal? (Write this on the board) • 
4. What shc:W.d Sarah do next? (~ 'think). 
"Now, let's help Sarah by ma.kin] up lots of different ways for 
her to make frierx:ls with the other children. Remember- to be a good 
problem-solver, it's very inp:>rtant to think of lots of different 
solutions to solve a problem. Keep askin;J yourself ''WHAT filSE CXXJID 
SARAH 00 'ro SOLVE HER PROBUM?" 
It may be helpfUl to ask leading questions like, "What's in 
Sarah's hard? OJuld that help her? It's inportant in this exercise 
that children learn to be persistent in their problem-solvin;J 
efforts, even when it becxrnes difficult. 
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After there have been a number of solutions generated, have the 
children try a secon::l exanple, leavi.rg the children m:>re on their own 
to follow thrcugh an:l keep workin;J. 
'IHIS IS FRANK. HE SURE IOOKS l'l>RRIEI). '!HAT FYJY I J.IM, 'IOID HIM 
'!HAT HE \'OJI..O BFAT HIM UP UNLESS FRANK I.EFT 'lliE PIAYGRCUND IN 'Iw:> 
MINUI'ES. FRANK WAS HAVING A GCX>D TlME, AND DII:N 1 T WAN!' 'IO IEAVE. SO 
FRANK WAS REAI.LY HAVING A PR:>BUM. 
QUESTIONS: 
1. How do you think Frank feels? What are your clues? 
2. What is the problem here? What would Frank say his prc:blem is? 
3. What is Frank's goal? 
4. Before Frank acts, what shc:W.d he do? 
5. Why is it inp:>rtant to step an:l 'Ihink before we Act? 
1. So we don't make the problem worse. 
2. So we have tillle to think of lots of solutions. 
To elicit alteJ:native solutions ask: 
1. What can Frank do to SOLVE HIS PR:>BUM an:l reach his goal? 
2. What else ca.ild Frank do? 
3. What else ca.ild Frank say to Jim? 
4. What ca.ild Frank do to stop Jim fran beati.rg him up? 
5. Could Frank get help fran saneone? 
6. What would you do if you were Frank? 
Usi.rg whatever fonnat you prefer, oonchxie the lesson by 
reviewi.rg the new points abait generati.rg alteJ:native solutions: 
1. A SOllJTION IS A WAY 'IO SOLVE A PROBUM. 
2. 'IHERE ARE WIS OF DIFFERENT WAYS 'IO SOLVE A PROBUM. 
3. SI'EP 4 IS- '!HINK OF AS MANY SOllJTIONS AS YOO CAN. 
WE CAN I.EARN NEW WAYS 'IO SOLVE PROBUMS BY: ( 1) LISTENING 'IO 
'lliE IDEAS OF OIHERS, AND (2) BY WA'IOIING WHAT C1IHER Oilum:N 00 WHEN 
'lliEY HAVE PR:>BUMS. SCME am:mEN 'IHCXJGffi' OF NEW AND DIF'FERENI' 
SOllJTIONS 'IO FRANK'S PROBUM '!HAT OIHERS MAY NOI' HAVE 'lliOOGH AEOJI'. 
BY WA'IOIING AND LISTENING 'IO WHAT C1IHER PEOPIE 00 I WE CAN I.EARN 'IO 
USE M:>RE SOllJTIONS AND BE BEITER PR:>BUM SOLVERS OORSELVES. 
Special Notes: 
- 'llle aim of these exercises is to get the children to think of 
a large quantity of different solutions. 'lllerefore do DQt evaluate 
the practicality, noral quality or effectiveness of aey solution 
because this may make the children hesitant to offer their ideas. 
Children will leam to ju::ige the quality of their solutions in the 
Consequences unit. For the present, it is crucial not to ju1ge the 
content of their ideas (i.e. , Ik>n' t say, '"!hat's a good (or not such 
a good) idea." Instead oamnent, '"!hat's another solution," or 
"'lllat's a different idea"). Withholdirq criticism is a difficult 
task for all of us! 'lllerefore, it will be ilrportant to prepare 
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during oor tra.inin:J sessions for o:mducting this exercise in a non-
judgmental manner. 
Although it is ill1portant to accept the children's responses 
without judging their quality, certain types of structuring canrnents 
may be beneficial. For exanple, the teacher should ask children to 
exparrl on solutions which seem irrelevant ("How would that help Sarah 
solve her problem?") or vague (e.g., if a child says ''Make hiln 
haPPY'', ask, "How can she make hiln happy?"). Also, if children offer 
three repetitive variations of the sane solution, classify them an:l 
ask what else might solve the prablem (e.g., "Givirg ice cream, 
gi virg a toy, an:l gi virg caniy are all givirg sanethin;J. can anyone 
think of an idea that's different frc:m giving sanethin;J?") 
Additional variations after the third one shCA.11.d mt be recorded on 
paper. 
- If teachers are conoerned that the oon-judgmental teac:hirXJ 
approach in this exercise allOlolS arx1 ~ges children to generate 
lots of aggressive solutions to certain problems, it is all right to 
ask children to suggest only non-aggressive solutions after the first 
one has been offered. When limiting this type of solution, however, 
oon-critical camments such as "We've already had a fighting solution. 
can sarreone think of sanething besides fighting?" are preferable to 
value-laden judgments (e.g., "Fighting is mt nice to do. Who can 
tell lt'e a different way?") • 
Recognizing that there are certain problems for which aggressive 
solutions may well be the best, the goal is mt to rem:rvre fightin;J 
frc:m the children's solutions repertoire. Rather, it is to make them 
aware that there are many al temative reactions which rray be superior 
to fightin;J for resolving certain situations. 
- If a dli.l.d junps the gun arx1 offers a oansequenoe to a 
solution, s:i.nply accept it, do oot discourage it, then continue to 
ask for solutions. 
- It's important that the goal be kept in min:i when generating 
solutions. sane solutions may be appropriate to the problem blt not 
reach the goal. When that happens, teachers can acknowledge the 
child's thought b.lt restructure his canrnents by saying sanethin;J 
like, "art will that solution reach oor goal?" or ''What's our goal?" 
'!he latter canrnent may encourage the child to consider the 
appropriateness of the solution on his/her own. 
Enrichment Ideas 
- Role-playing these problem situations may enliven djSOJSSion 
an:l make the prablem-solving process mre relevant to children. Try 
an:l encourage the sane processes during other periods am during 
other parts of the day, especially when problems arise in class! 
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Week III Lesson 2 
Solutions Ccrlpatition 
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Objective: To provide children with another opportunity to practice 
arrl obse:tve different solutions to a problem situation, mak.iig the 
process of generatirg solutions nore concrete arrl realistic. 
Presentation arrl Procedure: 
Review of previous Problem-solvirg concepts. 
CI.ASS, 'IODL\Y WE'RE GOmG 'IO HAVE A CDNTEST m a.JR ICPS CIASS. 
HCMEVER, BEFORE BIDINNING' I.EI' Is ~CKLY REVIEW WHAT WE 'VE AI.READY 
I.EARNED. A FE.W WEEKS 1+fX), WE mx:;AN a.JR PROBLEM-SOLVING ~ BY 
IEARNING AB:XJI' FEELINGS. I.EI' Is REVIEW WHAT WE LEARNED ABXJI' 
FEELINGS. [Usirg vol\.ll'rt:eers, review the follCJlt/i.n;1 concepts. ] 
1. Feelirgs are inside. 
2. We can tell hCM a person is feelirg by 
· a) Iookin3', b) Listenirg, arrl c) asking. 
3. Everyone has feelirgs. 
4. Scme feelirgs are gocd arrl sane are not-so-good. 
5. People feel differently about the same thirg. 
6. Feelirgs change. 
NEXT, WE LEARNED AB3.Jr PROBU:MS. 
1. Problems happen between people. 
2. Saneone has upset feelirgs. 
3. Problems nru.st be solved. 
4. A problem ha:i::pms between peq>le arrl 
gives saneone an upset feelirg. 
IATEIJi, WE 'VE BEEN I.EARNING ABX1I' SOI.lJl'IONS. 
l. A solution is a way to solve a problem. 
2. 'lllere are lots of different ways to solve a problem. 
AISO, WE'VE I.EARNED Fa.JR PROBUM-SOLvmG STEPS SO FAR: 
1. Define the Problem. 
2. Set a Goal. 
3. Stop arrl think. 
4. 'Ihink of as many solutions as you can. 
To aid in un:Ierstarxlirg of these concepts, also review the follc:Mi.ng 
points: 
l. Why is it in'q;>ortant to S'IDP AND 'lHINK before act:.in;J? 
a) If we act too quickly, we might make the problem worse. 
b) We need time to think of lots of solutions. 
2. Why is thinkin:J of lots of solutions inqx>rtant? 
a) '!here's usually nore than one good way to solve a 
problem. 
b) If our first solution doesn't solve the problem, it's 
inqx>rtant to have other ideas to try. 
Part 2. Objectives: 
1. To reercphasize that there are many different ways to solve 
a problem. 
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2. To create an atrrosphere of excitement in 'Which children will 
be notivated to think of lots of solutions un1er the pressure 
of cx:mpetition. 
Presentation arrl Procedure: 
Before the lesson begins, the teacher should have divided the 
class into three teams. For this activity, the groups should be 
different that those which were established for the role-playing 
exercises. Ideally, groups should reflect nearly equal ability 
levels. In other words, children \ttlo appear to be the best "solution 
generators" should be distributed evenly across groups. 
After directing the children to their respective team areas, the 
teacher should introduce the activity by saying: 
WE ARE GOING 'IO HAVE A a:NI'EST. I AM GOING 'IO TELL YOO ~ 
'IHREE DIF'FERENT POOBUMS, AND I W1>.NI' 'IO SEE HCM MANY DIFFERENT WAYS 
E'ACli '!'FAM CAN '!HINK OF 'IO SOLVE '!HEM. roR E'ACli POOBUM, YOO WILL 
HAVE 'IHREE MINtJI'E.S 'IO '!HINK OF AS MANY DIFFERENT SOWI'IONS AS YOO 
CAN. AT 'IEE END OF 'IEE GAME WE WILL SEE WHICli TEAM WINS BY 'IHlNKING 
OF 'IEE M:>ST SOWI'IONS. '!HERE WILL AIJ30 BE A SPECIAL "POOBUM-SOLVING 
AWARD." 
Before starting the cx:mpetition the teacher should review the 
follc:Ming two solution concepts: l) '!here are lots of different 
ways to solve a problem, 2) It is inqx>rtant to think of as many ways 
as you can to solve a problem. Next, read the first problem. 
allldren should be remin:ied to listen carefully since their team will 
have only three minutes to name as many different solutions as they 
can. '!hey should also be told to be as quiet as possible while 
generating solutions so the other teams don't overhear their ideas. 
'!his suggestion helps to keep order in the classrocm as well. 
Prc:blem story #l 
IT 1 S WNOI TIME. ELtEN JUST WARNED JIM 'IO ~ CVl'. SHE SAID 
'!HAT PAT WAS GOING 'IO WAIT OOl'SIDE 'IEE FRONT IXX>R AFTER Sa!OOL AND 
'IHRCM SNCMB.?U...I.S AT HIM. JIM FEEI.S ~. HIS GOAL IS 'IO 'lliINK OF 
AS MANY SOWI'IONS AS HE CAN. JIM S'IOPS 'IO '!HINK OF AS MANY SOllJTIONS 
AS HE CAN. WHAT CAN HE 00 OR SAY 'IO SOLVE HIS POOBUM? 
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Prcblem story #2 
BARBARA IS l'l:>RKING CN HER w::>RI<OOOK. SHE SEES SANDY LOOKING Kr 
HER ANSWERS, 'IRYING 'IO CD'P'i HER K:>RK. BARBARA FEELS ANGRY. HER GOAL 
IS 'IO MAKE SANDY SIOP CDP'lING. BARBARA SIOPS 'IO 'llilNK OF AS MANY 
SOWI'ICNS AS SHE CAN. WHAT CAN SHE 00 OR SAY 'IO SOLVE HER PR:>BUM'? 
Prcblem story #3 
JY\.VE IS UPSET BECAUSE EDDIE AniAYS TFASES HIM AND CAllS HIM 
NAMES. HIS GOAL IS 'IO GEI' EDDIE 'IO SIOP MAKING FUN OF HIM. JY\.VE 
SIOPS 'IO '!HINK OF AS MANY SOWI'IOOS AS HE CAN. WHAT CXXJID HE 00 OR 
SAY 'IO SOLVE HIS PR:>BU'M? 
'1he teacher an:)/or grcAJp leader will write dCMn the different 
solutions that are mentioned. A oarpetitive ani c::icq>erative 
envirarnnent shool.d be encxmaged by: 1) Urgirq your team to think 
of m:>re ways to solve the problem than the others; an:i 2) tryirq to 
get each team member to offer ideas. No praipts shool.d be given. 
Also, no m:>re than 3 variations on the same solution theme should be 
acoeptej. 
After the three minute time period for a problem has expired, 
the teacher an:i aides should read to the class a few of the solutions 
which their team generated. After the solutiais of the secard an:i 
third teams are reported, the teacher should point art that sane of 
the ideas presented across teams are similar while others are 
different. 
After each problem, the total rnnnber of solutions offered by 
each team shool.d be written al the board. Excitement about 
generatirq m:>re solutions can be blilt up by oarparirq teams (e.g., 
"Team 1 needs to think of two extra solutions to the next problem to 
catch up.") 
After the third problem, as the final totals are tabllated, all 
children should be corgratulated for their efforts an:i the winnin;J 
team announced. At this time, everyone will be presented with a 
problem-sol virg award for think.in;J of so many different solutions. 
Members of the first, secard, an:i third place teams will receive 
awards with blue, green, an:i red stars respectively. F.ach dlild's 
certificate should have hisjher name printed al it, an:i shrul.d be 
signed by the teacher an:i assistant. 
Special Notes 
- Altho.lgh this activity is am::n;r the nost enjoyable problem-
sol virg exercises, sane children may feel upset if their team loses 
at such an excitirq event. One awroach to make children feel better 
at the errl of the contest is to have teams awlal.Xi for each other for 
think.in;J of so many solutions. 

Week "IV Tesson l 
Consideration of Consequences 
OV'el::view 
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So far, the children in the problem-sol virq program have learne:i 
a good deal about inteipersona1 problems an:l f oor steps which can be 
used in solvirq these problems. In this unit, two final steps are 
presented, which oa.rplete the problem-solvirq pl'.'ooess. 
'Ihe goal of Week III was to en:nirage children to be able to 
generate a large rn.nnber of possible solutions when confronted with a 
problem. So far, the errq;ilasis has been on quantity rather than the 
actual quality or practicality of the solutions. Given a rarge of 
potential options to solve a problem, hol.1ever, the choice of a 
particular solution depen:is largely on anticipatirq the consequences 
of tty.in; it rut. 'Ihe p.u:pose of this unit, therefore, will be to 
teach children to pair potential solutions with consequences in order 
to decide which c:¢ion should be attenpte:l. 'Ibwards this em, 
Problem-solvirq step #5 states 'l1llNK AHEAD TO WHAT MIGffi' HAPPEN~ 
an:l Problem-solvirq step #6 states WHEN YOO HAVE A REALLY GOOD 
SOilJI'ION, TRY rr ! 
'Ihe actual teadlin:;J of oonsequential. thinkirg is OCAlched in 
learnirq to anticipate an:l evaluate the results of solutions. 
Anticipation involves thinkirg ahead to 'Wilat might happen next if a 
solution is tried. Saretimes, that requires focusirq on :immediate 
short-tenn an:l potential le>n:J-term consequences (e.g., What might 
happen right away? What might happen later?). Evaluation of 
consequences may involve consideration of both personal (I:k)es the 
solution JOOStly lead to th.in:Js I want to happen?) an:l social (HcM 
might other people feel?) c:utcc:mes of a solution. Acxx>rdirqly, 
teachers might use the followirg dialOCJUin;J technique to train 
cxmsequential thinkirg: 
Jon: 
Teacher: 
Jon: 
Teacher: 
Jon: 
Teacher: 
Jon: 
Teacher: 
Jon: 
Teacher: 
Jon: 
Teacher: 
Jon: 
Teacher: 
Jon: 
Mrs. Jones, Bill took nrt toy an:l I want it back. 
What could you do to get it? 
I could hit hilll. 
What might happen if yoo did that? 
I'd get nrt toy back. 
What else might happen if you hit Bill in class? 
He'd get mad at me an:l you'd keep me after school. 
Wc:W.d you want those th.in:Js to happen? 
No. 
'Ihen, is hittin:J a good solution? 
No, Wt I want nrt toy. 
Can you think of another solution? 
I could tell hilll I want it rDN, an:l he could 
use it later. 
What would happen if you tried that? 
He'd probably give it to me. 
Teacher: Would you want that to happen? 
Jon: sure. 
Teacher: It soums like you though of a good solution! 
'lhus, the three basic questions used to teach oonsequentia1. 
thinkin::J are: 
1. WHAT MIGlfi' HAPPEN NE>cr'? 
2. t-OJID YOO WAN!' 'IHIS TO HAPPEN? 
3. IS 'IHE SOWl'IOO' A GX>D 00E? 
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Hc:Mever, vmen a child fails to think of relevant consequenoes it may 
be necessary to ask additional questions. For exanple, it's 
appropriate to ask a child "Woold anyone be unha:t;:"PY with this 
solution?" or ''Holll would others feel?," if he/she has only thought 
of the consequences that an act has for him,lherself. For the child 
who thinks of aggressive solutions, it might be usefUl. to focus the 
child on lon;J-term results. For exanple if a child decided that he 
would hit a classmate for cutt:ixg in line, the short-term result may 
be that the other child will give him his place back. 'Ihe lon;J rarqe 
consequences, bolt.lever, may be that the child is sent to the 
principal' s office or beat up after school. O::rm.ron follC7N-up 
questions to prarpt m::>re effective consequential thinkin::J .in:lu.:ie: 
1) t-OJID ANYONE BE UNHAPP'i WI'l'H 'IHE SOWl'IOO'? 
2) t-OJID YOO RFACi YOOR GOAL? 
3) IS 'mERE A BE:I'l:ER WAY TO SOLVE 'IHE PROBUM? 
One word of wantirx] ! Consequential. thinkin::J is a carplex 
cognitive process an:i will be difficult to teach to sane. In 
practice, teachers arrl aides will have to be m::>re active an:i flexible 
in teac::hln;J these concepts because the type of questions asked to 
evaluate consequences will often be determined by both the nature of 
the specific problem situation, an:i also the children's ability to 
uooerstarx:i the material. 
One final arrl inp:>rtant note. 'Ihe orientation of this unit is 
clearly m::>re evaluative than that of the alternative solutions unit. 
Whereas children "Were previoosly encouraged to be productive, even 
outlarxlish, in their solutions, here children are taught to be m::>re 
focused arrl realistic. 'I'c::1Nards this errl, children will be asked to 
offer only the consequence they consider IOOSt likely for each 
solution they generate. 'Ihe p.irpose in limit:ixg the rn.nnber of 
consequences if two-fold. First, the goal of the unit is to teach 
children that "good" solutions are a product of anticipation an:i 
evaluation, an:i not merely that different solutions have different 
consequences. Secorxily, generat:ixg consequences in as great a 
quantity as solutions can be so oonfus:ixg as to hirder the child's 
ability to select aey solution. 'Ihus, focus:ixg on the npst likely 
consequence shruld reduce the probability that children will offer 
ilrprobable outoanes an:i foster selection of solutions that will lead 
to favorable results. 
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Objectives 
l. 'Ib review previoosly used Problem-solvirq ~. 
2. 'Ib teach children to think ahead to ~t might ha~ next in 
order to judge the effectiveness of solutions. 
3. 'Ib praoote pairirq of solutions an:i consequenoes. 
Presentation an1 Procedure 
Display the p:>ster an1 say: 
CIASS I HERE WE SEE A P.ROBUM PETER WAS HAVING. HE 
OORRCMED TIM'S PLANE AND BROKE IT WHIIE HE WAS PIAYING w.rm IT. 
I.El' Is TAU< MD.Jr WHAT PETER S1mID 00 'IO SOLVE HIS P.ROBUM. 
1. FIRST I Im 00 YOO 'lHINK PETER FEELS? 
2. Im CAN YOO TELL H:M HE FEEIS? 
3. WHY IS PETER UPSEI'? 
4. WHAT STEPS VlXJID PETER FOILCM IF HE WERE A GCX>D 
· P.ROBUM-SOLVER? 
a) SAY WHAT HIS P.ROBUM IS. (I'm upset because I 
borrowed Tim's plane an:i broke it) {Write this on 
the board.] 
b) DECIDE CN HIS G:lAL. (My goal is to do sanethin;J so 
Tilll won't be so an:;p::y with me. ) 
c) S'IOP AND 'lHINK BEFORE HE ACI'S. Why is it important 
to Stq> an1 think? (SO you can think of lots of 
solutions an1 won't make the problem worse.) 
d) 'lHINK OF AS MANY SOWI'ICNS AS HE CAN. [Have the 
children name this step but don't let them offer 
alternatives yet. 
m A M:MENI' WE• LL TAIK .AB:XJr sa-m SOWI'ICNS 'IHAT PETER MIGHr '!RY 
'IO SOLVE HIS P.ROBUM. BJI' FIRST, I WANT 'IO TFAOI YOO MD.Jr POOBUM-
SOLVING STEP #5. On the board write: '!HINK AHEAD 'IO WHAT MIGHr 
HAPPEN NEXT. 
'IHlNKING AHEAD 'IO WHAT MIGHr HAPPEN NEXT AFTER YCXJ TRY A 
SOWI'ION IS VERY JMFORrANT. I.El'' s FIND cur WHY. 
'!he teacher should write SOWI'ICN an1 WHAT MIGHr HAPPEN NEXI'? 
next to each other on the board drawi.r'.g a vertical line between them. 
After writirq "BI.AME sa.1EXlNE ELSE" urx:1er the SOWI'ICNS headi.n;J, she 
should ref er to the p:ster an:i say: 
stJPFOOE PETER DECIDED 'IHAT HIS SOWI'ICN VlXJID BE 'IO SAY ~ 
ELSE BROKE 'IHE PLANE. WHAT MIGHr HAPPEN NEXT IF HE '!RIED 'IHAT? TEIL 
ME WHAT YOO 'IHINK ~ RF.ALLY HAPPEN. 
call on a volunteer an1 only aa=ept an1 write his/her response 
in the WHAT MIGHr HAPPEN NEXT column if sjhe offers a realistic 
oonsequenoe (e.g. , '!he other person might deny it an1 get mad at 
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Peter. ) If the child offers an rutlan:lish consequerx:e- a 
possibility because of the recent trai.nirg in alternative solution 
think:in3- the teacher might probe for a m::>re awropriate answer by 
askin;} ''What do yoo rea1lv think 'WOUld happen? For a response 
showirg a deficit in consequential thinkin;J (e.g., Peter 'WOUldn't get 
in tra.lble. ) the teacher might shape m::>re accurate respan:lirg by 
askin;} follow-up questions such as: 
l. Wc:W.d anyone be unhamr with the solution? 
2. Wc:W.d Peter reach his goal? 
3. What might happen later on? 
After a realistic oonsequenoe has been written on the board, the 
teacher shoold follow the initial question (i.e., What might hatpm 
next?) by askirq: 
l. lOJI.D PEI'ER WANT '!HAT 'IO HAPPEN? (No) 
2. IS '!HE SOI.lJI'ICN A GOOD OOE? (NO- draw a @next to the 
oonsequenoe. ) 
'Ib clarify the process of consequential thinkin;J that has been 
denonstrated, the teacher might say scmat:hirg like: 
'!HAT'S H:M ST.EP #5 WILL HELP US 'IO DECIDE IF '!HE SOI.lJI'ICNS WE 
'IHINK OF ARE GOOD OOES. BEFORE 'IRYrnG A SOI.lJI'ICN I 'IHINK AHEAD 'IO 
WHAT MIGHI' HAPPEN NEXT. 
I.EI'' S '!HINK OF C7IHER SOI.lJI'ICNS AND DECIDE IF '!HEY ARE GOOD OR :ooI'. 
Call on voltmteers to offer other solutions arxi write them on the 
board. As each child generates an alternative, have h.iJtVher 
anticipate arxi evaluate the oonsequerx::es by askirq: 
l. What might happen next? 
2. Wc:W.d Peter want that to happen? 
3. Is the solution a good one? (Draw a@or 161) for good 
arxi bad solutions respectively. I~ ~on leads 
to mixed oonsequerx::es, draw a @ ) 
0¥.AY CI.ASS I I.EI' Is REVIEW. H:M CAN YOO TELL IF A SOWI'ICN IS A 
GOOD 00E? 
Basically, the answer is: 
l. By thinkin;J ahead to what might happen next if yoo 
really tried it. 
2. By decidin; if the solution will lead to what yoo want to 
happen. 
I.Er Is SAY AIL FIVE PROBUM-SOLVING STEPS 'IOOE'IHER. 
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\ford List: Ahead 
Consequences 
Feelings 
Goal 
I 
2 
J 
r '" I 
I' 
I I 
" 
~: 
2. Sarething that happem bebeen people that 
gives an 11p9et feeling is called a __ _ 
3. Things that might happen next are called _. 
6. A __ is the llBY we "8nt things to 
end up. 
7. Thinking at&id to nt might happen next, and 
deciding if we "8nt these things to happen, 
helps us decide if rur s:>lutioo is a _ 
ere or not s:> good ere. 
10. In order to decide if a s:>lutioo is a good 
ere, we think to see if we 1i&1t these 
things to happen. 
Good Solved 
Problem Stop 
Say Try 
Solution 
I 
t 
7 I 
, 
10 I 
11. WlE!1 you have a good s:>lutioo, 
lhwri: 
' 
1. Step #4 tells us to thmc of mre 
than ere __ _ 
4. A problsn DUSt be __ • The ICP3 
progran helps us to do this. 
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5. It is iqxrtant to __ and thmc 
before we act s:> we doo't mke the problen 
'WOI"Se. 
9. Step I I tells us to __ exactly 
nt the problen is. 
j 
I 
it. 
Week r.J Lesson 2 
Def inin; an:i Practicing COnsequences 
Objectives: 
1. To provide a concrete example of how step #5 rray be 
implemented. 
2. To fomally introduce the word OONS~CE. 
3. To practice the pairin;J of solutions with consequen::es. 
Presentation arrl Procedure: 
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I.AST TIME WE I.EARNED A BRAND NEW mDBllM SOLvrnG STEP. WOO CAN 
TEIL ME WHAT 'IHAT WAS? (call on a volunteer to say "'Ihink of 'What 
might happen next.") GOOD! NCM WE 'RE GOING 'IO TAU< AEOJr A PROBllM 
AND USE S'IEP NUMBER FIVE. I.EI' 1 S PREI'END 'IHAT I WAS ElJSY 'l'FAOllNG A 
READmG GRa:JP AND saID:>NE NEEDED HELP WI'IH A MA'l.'H mDBllM. '1HEIR 
GOAL WAS 'IO GEI' HELP AS SOON AS R:SSIBIE I BJl' 'lHEY :ro~ 'IO STOP AND 
'llimK. so I 'lHEY 'I'.RIED 'IHE FIRST SOWI'ION '!HAT CAME 'IO MIND WHICli WAS 
'IO YELL ''MS. I a::t1E OVER HERE RIGHI' NCM!" IEI''S USE STEP #5 
'IHE WAY WE DID I.AST TIME 'IO DECIDE IF '!HIS IS A GOOD SOWI'ION. 
[Teachers can use another prablen wtrich might be IrOre relevant to 
their classroom situation] 
It 'WO.lld help structure the exercise better if the prablen arrl 
goal were written on the board. In addition, the two colUltU'lS 
SOWI'IONS arrl WHAT MIGHI' HAPPEN NEXT should be written al the board. 
'Ihe teacher rray continue the lesson by callin;J on a volmrt:eer to nane 
the solution tried by the person in the story. After recordin; it in 
the SOI.IJI'IONS column, the followin:j questions should be asked: 
1. What might happen next? (record realistic oonsequenoes) 
a. How might the teacher (I) feel? (argry) 
b. What might the teacher (I) do or say? (I~re the 
student, keep hin\lher after school, etc. ) • 
2. Would we want that to happen? (No - Draw a ·~ next to 
the oonsequenoe. \O> 
3. Have the children vote on llwhether or not the solution is a 
good one. 
Next introduce the word CONS~CE.S by writin;J it on the board 
next to the WHAT MIGHI' HAPPEN NEXT column. Explain that AIL 
SOWI'IONS HAVE OONS~CES OR 'IHINGS '!HAT HAPPEN NEXT. YELLING 'IO 
'!HE TFACliER :roR HEIP WAS A FO:>R SOWI'ION BECAUSE IT I.ED 'IO BAD 
CDNS~CES. Fran T'DN on use WHAT MIGHI' HAPPEN NEXT an:i 
a:>NS~CES interdwxJeably to familiarize stooents with the rew 
tenn. 
Next, have children generate their ovm solutions ani inunediately 
ask the volunteer: 
1. What might happen next if sjhe trie1 that? 
2. Would sjhe want those thi.n'}s to happen? 
3. Would sjhe think the solution was a good one" 
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Write solutions on one half of the board arxl realistic consequences 
on the other half. When children offer their consequences, it will 
be helpful to point rut, "SO '!HAT SOll1I'ION MIGHI' IEAD 'IQ GCOD (OR 
BAD) CX>NS~CES" arxl to draw a "(J' or a 'W'. 
NCM the children should be divide::i into their small groups for 
nore closely supervised di.so.lssion of the problem solvin;J process. 
Have one volunteer narre a problem arxl goal. call on others to stop 
an:i think of different solutions an:i consequences. Record the 
children's corranents as needed, to silrplify arx:l concretize the 
discussion. 
Olildren shc:W.d be asked to state whether or not their solutions 
are good an:i to explain why. Altha.lgh the major questions to 
structure consequential thinki.n:J are: 
l. WHAT MIGHI' HAPPEN NEXT? 
2 • 1'0.JID YOO WANT 'nIIS 'IO HAPPEN? 
3. IS '!HE SOilJI'ION A GCOD cm:? 
teachers should ask m::>re follCM-Up questions to develc:p children's 
abilities further. (Refer above for exemplazy questions arxl problem-
sol virg dialogue. ) 
Repeat this exercise usin;J two or three different problems. 
Conclude the exercise in small groups by reviewirg HCM CAN YOO TELL 
IF A SOWI'ION IS A GCX>D ONE? (By thinki.n:J ahead to likely 
consequences an:i decidin;J if yoo want those things to happen.) 
WHAT Is '!HE ONE IDRD FOR 'WHAT MIGHI' HAPPEN NEXT? I (CX>NS~CES) • 
Special Notes 
- Olildren who offer pcx>rly thalght oot consequences are 
sanetimes made defensive by folle1.11-up questions. For exanq;>le, a 
child who wants a toy fran aoother may propose grabbirg it. 
"Dialoguint' may lead to the follc:Mirg exc:::harqe: 
TE'ACllER: What might happe.n next if yru gral:::bed the toy? 
JON: I'd get to play with it. 
TFACEER: Would anyone be unha:wy with that solution? 
JON: I don't care. 
At such times, it may be better to call on others to share their 
views rather than questionin;J the first child further. 
- Another question that may be use:! to prcrcote effective 
consequential thinki.n:J is ''w:m.D THE SOWI'ION HELP YOO REACli YOOR 
GOAL?" 'Ihat question may be use:! with a child who offers solutions 
that are ineffective because the don't reach the goal sjhe initially 
set. 
Solutions Decision Garre 
(For In-Be~ lessons) 
Pass rut the Solutions Decisions sheet (or p.It it on the board). 
TOmY, WE 'RE GOING TO PIAY A GAME. I WANT YCXJ ALL TO LISI'EN 
CAREFULLY AND FOI.LCM ALONG WHIIE WE READ A STORY AaXJI' A OOY 
NAMED OIARLIE. 
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Olarlie promised to help his youn;Jer brother with an art 
project. Olarlie 's frierrl ca.lle:i him on Friday arxi asked him if he 
wanted to go to the circus on Saturoay attenxxm. Olarlie really 
wanted to go to the circus rut he had already promised his brother 
that he walld help him with the art project on Saturday aftel:n:>on. 
'lhese are the solutions wch Olarlie thought of to solve his 
problem. 
Tell his brother that he decided n:X to help him. 
Help his brother Friday night in.stead of Saturday. 
Ask his mother to help his brother with the project. 
Tell his frierrls he can't go to the circus. 
Sneak to the circus withrut tellirg his brother. 
Invite his brother to the circus. 
Tell his brother he will help him later. 
Ask his frierrl to help him with his brother's project. 
Tell his brother to do the art project on his own. 
After the story is read the teacher shoold ask the sb.xie.nts the 
followirg questions: 
l. Im OOES CHARLIE FEEL? (upset, confused, mad) 
2. WHAT IS CHARLIE Is FR:>BUM? 
3. WHAT'S HIS GOAL? (To go to the circus w/rut disai:p:>intirg 
his brother. ) 
4. WHAT SHCXJID HE 00 NEXl'? (stop arxi think. ) 
VERY GOOD. NCM, BEI..CM 'IHE S'IORY ARE 'IHE SOI.IJI'IONS WHICli CliARLIE 
'IHOOGH OF TRYING. HE HAS TO DECIDE WHICli ONES ARE GOOD AND WHICli 
ONES AREN'T SO GOOD. WHO CAN SAY HCM TO DECIDE IF A SOI.IJI'ION IS 
GOOD? (By thinking ahead to what might happen next arxi by askirg 
'WOul.d I want that to happen. ) 
!EI' Is LOOK AT a.JR STORY AGAIN. AS WE READ I:X:MN CHARLIE Is LIST OF 
SOI.IJI'IONS, I WANT AIL OF YOO TO DECIDE HCM GOOD FACli SOWI'ION IS. IF 
YOO 'IHINK IT IS A GOOD OOE, RJI' A HAPPY FACE NEXI' TO IT. IF YOO 
'IHINK IT Is NOI' so GOOD, RJI' A SAD FACE NEXI' TO IT. IF IT Is NEI'lHER 
GOOD NOR ~' RJI' A FACE w.rIH A STRAIGHI' LINE m::>cr' TO IT. 
REMEMBER, '!HE WAY TO DECIDE IF A SOWI'ION IS A GOOD OOE OR NOl' IS 
TO 'IHINK AHEAD TO WHAT MIGHI' HAPPEN NEXI' AND TO DECIDE IF 'mAT I.EAOO 
TO WHAT YOO WANT TO HAPPEN. 
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FrnALLY, WE HAVE BEEN TALKING A!nJT H'.:M 'IO DECIDE IF A SOI.IJI'ION 
IS A GOOD ONE OR NOI'. ONCE WE HAVE A REALLY GOOD SOI.UI'ICN, '!HERE IS 
ONE IAST Fro.BUM SOLVING STEP. WHAT 00 YOO '!HINK IS STEP #6? 
Allow volunteers to respon:i an:i shape their answers so as to 
introduce Step #6: WHEN YOO HAVE A RF.ALLY GOOD SOWI'ION, TRY IT! 
Tell the children that since they TON know the sixth step they can 
use it. Ask them to look aver their list an:i pick the solution they 
'WOUld try first. Have the children take turns trying their solutions 
thrc:ugh a role play. If varioos children CXlte up with different 
solutions, the teacher shoold e>q>lain that sanetimes there may be 
nore than one really gcxxi way to solve a problem. Next, ask the 
children which solution they think 'WOUld be the worst one to try, 
again giving them time to role-play their choices. Ol'"a! again, 
stress that thi.nJd.n; ahead is the best way to decide if a solution is 
a gcxxi one or a not so gcxxi one to try. 
Conclude the lesson by having the children state all six 
problem-solving steps an:i addin;J step #6 to the Problem-solving 
staircase. 
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Week v Lesson 1 
Elaboration of solutions I (~) 
Objectives: 
'Ihe purpose of this lesson is to teach the children that merely 
thinking of good solutions to problems will not necessarily solve 
them. It is also necessacy to make concrete step-by-step plans to 
iltplement a good solution effectively. One's interpersonal style, 
the feelirgs of the other person, an1 the timin;J of a solution are 
all factors that influence whether one will reach hisjher goal. 
In the solutions mU.t, children were asked to generate 
alternative ways to solve a prablem. 'Ihese solution prcp:isa.ls were 
described at a vecy general level, Wicatirg 'What the child 'WO.lld 
do, but not exactly how sjhe 'WO.lld do it. In this lesson, children 
rust work rut the specifics of 'What they 'WO.lld actually do to carry 
rut a particular solution payirq careful attention to details which 
greatly affect the ~ of success. 
Presentation arrl Proc::edure: 
'Ihe purpose of this activity is to exc::han;Je ideas with the 
children about why "apparently good solutions" sanetimes fail to 
solve problems. Begin by askirq the followirq questions: 
1. WHAT SHCUID YOO 00 IF YOOR FIRST ATI'EMPI' 'IO SOLVE A PR:>BUM 
OOFSN'T IDRK? WHAT SHaJlD YOO 00 IF YOO IX>N'T REACH Ya.JR Gt:Jlll.? 
('Ihink aboot the prablem sane m:>re, arrl tty again to solve it.) 
2. 1KM 00 YOO FEEL WHEN YOO '!HINK OF A ax>D SOI.I1I'IOOS AND TRY 
IT I AND IT FAIIS 'IO MAKE '1HINGS BEITER? (Discouraged, upset, argcy.) 
3. CAN ANYONE TEIL ME AiaJI' A PR:>BUM FOR WHIO! '!HEY 'mIED A 
ax>D SOI.I1I'ION 'IHAT DII:N'T IDRK? (call on vol\mteers. Have one or 
two briefly identify reasons why their solutions didn't work.) 
4. IF YOO '!HINK OF A ax>D SOI.I1I'ION 'IO A P.OOBUM, OOES 'IHAT 
ArnAYS MEAN 'IHAT YOO WILL SOLVE IT? (Not necessarily. ) 
Next, specific examples will be offered aboot five a~y 
good solutions that failed. Discussion should focus on nam.in:J 
reasons why they didn't work. 'lbese might i.rci.00e: 
1. 'Ihe problem-solver didn't plan ahead. 
2. 'Ihe time sjhe tried hisjher solution was wron; (e.g., the 
other person might have been b.lSy or in a bad m:>Od. ) 
3. A solution which works with one person may not work with 
another (e.g., peq:>le can feel differently abrut the sarre 
tllin;l.) 
4. 'Ihe problem-solver's tone of voice or facial expression made 
others an;Jry. 
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In the stories belCM, one or m::>re of these reasons may be 
responsible for the solution's failure. ~e one reason is 
ertp"iasized for each stocy, several possible mcplanations are 
acceptable arxi should be discussed. It will help to write the above 
reasons on the board to refer to durinJ class disaJSSions. 
NCM CI.ASS, I WANT YOO 'IO PAY CI.DSE A'ITENTICN. I'M GOING 'IO TELL 
YOO .AB:XJI' SGm GCOD SOWI'IONS '!HAT Dim'T WJRK - SOWI'IONS '!HAT 
DI:cN 1 T HELP Ollr.r:m:N :RFAaI 'IflEIR GOAL. I WANT YOO 'IO LISTEN 
CAREFULLY AND TELL ME WHY YOO 'lHINK 'IHE SOWI'ION Dim'T WJRK. 
1. ON WECNESill\Y I JCBN EO~ EOB Is NEW STAR WARS GAME AND BROKE 
IT. HE 'IHCUGHI' OF I.DI'S OF WAYS 'IO SOLVE HIS PROBLEM. HE KNEW '!HAT HE 
HAD UNTIL M:>NI:l!\Y 'IO a::ME: UP WI'IH A SOWI'ICN BECAUSE '!HAT IS WHEN HE 
WAS 'IO SEE EOB ~. CNE SOWI'ICN HE 'IHCXJGffi' OF WAS 'IO IlJY EOB A NEW 
GAME. H:M MANY OF YOO 'lHINK '!HAT IS A GCOD SOWI'ICN'? (Have the class 
vote am then ask why or Wn.y not the solution was gocid.) HE WAITED 
UNTIL SUNDAY NIGH!' AND DECIDED 'IO GO 'IO 'IHE S'IORE. WHO CAN '1'EIL ME 
WHY HIS SOWI'ION DI:cN'T ~ (If children don't cane up with 
responses, rerni!rl them that most stores are closed oo Sun::lay 
evenirgs. ) JCBN HAD A GCOD SOWI'ICN BJr HE o:rm 'T '!HINK .AEaJl' IT 
ENaJGH BEFORE 'IRYING IT. HE o:rm • T PIAN AHEAD. HE ltO:JI.lN • T HAVE A 
NEW GAME FOR EOB ON M::>NI:l.\.Y. PI.ANNING AHEAD IS IMfQRI'ANI' IF YOO WANT 
YOOR SOWI'IONS 'IO WJRK. IF JCBN HAD PLANNED AHEAD, H:M CXXJ'ID HE HAVE 
MADE HIS SOWI'ION ~ (By goinJ shoppinJ when the store 
was open.) 
2. H:M .AB:XJI' 'IHIS CNE. MARY BROKE HER M:1IHER 1 S FAVORITE IAMP. 
HER MJIHER BEriAN SCREAMING AND HOUERING. HER 10-t WAS REALLY UPSEI'. 
MARY 'IHOOGHT '!HAT .Arol.OOIZING w::m..D MAKE HER MJIEER FEEL BE:l'l'ER. BJI' 
WHEN SHE TRIED '!HAT I HER M:11HER YELtED I "I OCN IT CARE IF YOO I RE 
SORRY. GO 'IO YOOR roc:M!" (said in nasty voice.) WHO CAN '1'EIL ME 
WHAT WENT WRONG WI'1H 'IHIS SOWI'ICN'? (Disalssioo shruld ~ize 
that tcyinJ to solve a p:rd:>lem with scrneone who is upset makes yoor 
jdJ harder• Sanetilnes it IS better to wait until they calm down 
before dealinJ with them.) 
3. 'IHE I.AST TIME EOBBY NE:e:i >ID HELP CLEANING UP 'IHE Bt\.SEMENT I HE 
OFFERED HIS BROIHER A CANDY BAR AND HE AGREED 'IO HELP. CNE CANDY BAR 
- CNE HELPER. SO WHEN EOBBY 'S FA'IHER 'IOID HIM 'IO FINISH PAINrING 
'IHE FENCE ONE AFTERNOON OR HE ~ 'T BE AI..IJ:Mm 'IO GO 'IO 'IHE 
CIRO.JS, EOBBY KNEW WHAT SOWI'ION 'IO TRY. HE 'IOID HIS FRIEND IARRY 
'!HAT HE'D GIVE HIM A CANDY BAR IF IARRY HELPED HD1. IARRY SAID HE 
~ 'T HELP 'IHOOGH. WHO l<NCMS WHY 'IHIS SEEMINGLY GCOD SOWI'ION 
DI:cN'T IDRK? (Discussion enphasizes that not everyone likes can:ly 
arxi maybe his frierrl was on a diet. If givinJ scm=thirg to scmeone 
is part of our solution, we have to firxi rut what that person likes.) 
IARRY DI:cN IT LIKE CANDY I BJI' MAYBE HEID LIKE SCMEnIING EI.SE, LIKE A 
RIDE ON EOBBY'S TEN-SPEED BIKE. 
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4. SUSIE 'WANTED 'IO Jom '!HE KICKB.lUL GAME. EVERYCIIB ELSE WAS 
PIAYING AND SHE WANTED 'IO Jom '!HE GIOJP. SHE 'IfOJGHI' '!HEY' D PIAY 
WI'IH HER IF SHE SAID PI.EASE, SO SHE SAID, "PIEASE, CAN I PI.AY?" (said 
harshly or nastily). ASKING IF YCXJ cx:mD PIEASE PIAY CAN BE A GCX)D 
SOWI'ION 'IO 'IHIS PROBUM. IT CAN BE A GCX)D WAY 'IO Jom A GRa.JP. WHY 
Dilli'T SUSIE'S SOil.lTION w::>RK 'lHEN? (Discussion E!ll{hasizes that the 
way we say tlrings can effect our chances of success - politeness, 
abruptness counts. ) 
5. TIM WANTED 'IO PI.AY WI'IH '!HE OOYS ON '!HE OlRER SIDE OF '!HE 
PI.AY~. OOE SOil.lTION WAS 'IO SNEAK 'AWAY PH:M HIS CIASS - BJI' HE 
!<NEW HIS TFACHER \'lXJID BE MAD IF HE DID. HE DECIDED 'IO ASK 
PERMISSION, 'IHINKING '1HAT HIS TFAOiER \'lXJID SAY "YES." MR. ~, 
TIM'S TFAOiER WAS TAI.KING 'IO '!HE PRINCIPAL WHEN TIM lNI'ERmJPl'ED AND 
BilJR1'ED CUI', "CAN I PIAY BALL WI'IH MR. PARKER'S crASS?" WHY DID MR. 
MADDEN GEI' MAD AND TEI.L HIM NO? (Discussion of the ilrport.an::e of 
tilnin;J in :i.nplementfn1 a solution. ) Concl\Xle the lesson by ask.i:rg 
children to review sane of the factors that help good solutions to 
"WOrk: 
a. It's :i.nportant to plan ahead if you want to reach a goal. 
b. It helps to act at the right tillle. 
c. A solution that 'WOrks with one person at one tillle may not 
'WOrk with another person at another tillle. 
d. It's ilrportant to use a nice tone of voice arrl to look like 
yoo mean what yoo' re say~. 
Enriclmtent Ideas 
- Have children draw, write, or act out stories in which flawed 
solutions don't 'WOrk out. Classmates can be given the qportunity to 
guess why they didn't 'WOrk arrl what oc:ul.d be done to inp:rove them. 
Week V lesson 2 
Elaboration of solutions II (step-by-step plannin;) 
Objectives: 
l. To dem:mstrate once again the need for concrete, step--by-
step plannirg in order to make a gcxx1 solution 'NOrk. 
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2. To teach children how to develop a step-by-step plan usin; 
a sairple problem situation. 
3. To emphasize the importance of persisterre in the face of 
obstacles. 
Presentation arrl Prc:cedure: 
Part l: Review arxi problem presentation. 
CIASS, IAST TIME WE I.EARNED 'IHAT 'l'O BE A GOJD PROBI.n! SOLVER 
IT• s Nor ENOOGH ro ~ OF GOJD SOilJI'IONS, IT' s AISO JMroRl'ANT ro oo 
CERTAIN 'IHINGS (e.g. , plan ahead, tey at the right time with the 
right voice' etc.) 'l'O MAKE <XJR SOilJI'IONS ~- I.AST TIME WE TALKED 
AB:XJT JOHN WHQSE SOI.IJI'ION 'l'O 'IHE PROBI.n! OF LQSING HIS FRmID Is GAME 
WAS 'l'O BJY A NEW ONE. BJ!' HE WAITED TIIL ~ NIGH!' AND AIL 'IHE 
S'roRES WERE CI.QSED. 
MARY BROKE HER M1IHER' S IAMP AND TRIED 'l'O SAY SHE WAS SORRY WHEN 
HER Km1ER WAS '1'00 MAD 'l'O LISTEN. so HER SOI.IJI'ION Dim IT ~ VERY 
WEIL. 
OOBBY OF'FERED IARRY A CANDY BAR 'l'O HELP HIM PAINT 'IHE FENCE BJ!' 
IARRY Dim'T WANT 'IHE CANDY. 
SUSIE ASKED IF SHE a:m.D PLAY IN A NASTY VOICE 'IHAT MADE 'IHE 
OIII.DREN MAD AND 'IHE ~'T I.Er HER PLAY KICKBAIL WI'IH 'niEN. 
AND l:OOR TIM ASKED HIS TFACHER' S PERMISSION 'l'O PLAY WI'IH 'IHE 
OIHER OOYS AT 'IHE WRONG TIME. HIS TFACHER WAS TAI.KING 'l'O SCMEx::>NE 
EISE SO HE Gor MAD AT TIM. TIM DIIN'T GEI' PERMISSION. 
'IHESE OIII.L:REN AIL 'lHCUGHI' OF GCX>D SOilJI'IONS, BJ!' 'lHEY MADE 
MISTAKES WHEN 'lHEY TRIED 'l'O 00 'niEN. IT SURE IS JMroRI'ANT 'l'O 'IHINK 
OF GOOD SOilJI'IONS, BJ:r IT'S EVEN mRE: JMroRI'ANT 'l'O HAVE A GCX>D PI.AN 
FOR USING '!HE ONE YOO DECIDE 'l'O '!RY. 
LISTEN 'l'O 'IHIS S'IORY AND I' IL SHa-1 YOO WHAT I ME'AN. ERIC IS 
mRRIED BECAUSE HE EORRCMED SAM'S BA.SKETBALL AND LOOT IT. HE DIIN 'T 
WANT SAM 'l'O BE MAD AT HIM. AFl'ER 'mINKING OF WIS OF SOilJI'IONS AND 
'IHEIR CONSm;ENCFS, HE DECIDED 'lliAT A GCX>D SOilJI'ION l'UJID BE 'l'O IJJ'i 
SAM A NEW ONE. 
WHAT IS ERIC'S PROBUM? 
WHAT IS ERIC Is GOAL? 
WHAT DID ERIC SIOP 'l'O 'IHINK OF? 
WHIO! SOilJI'ION DID ERIC DECIDE WAS A GCX>D ONE? 
WHAT 00 YOO 'IHINK WIIL HAPPEN NEXT IF ERIC BJYS SAM A NEW m...L? 
IS BJYJNG A NEW BA.SKETBALL A GCX>D SOilJI'ION? 
Part 2: carryirg cut the solution effectively. 
After the class decide that hlyin;J a new basketball is a good 
solution, the teacher may c:x::rmoont: 
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WYING A NEW BASKETBAIL SEEMS LIKE A G<X>D SOI.IJl'ION. HJ!' 
'IHINKING AND OOING ARE 'IWJ DIFFERENT '!RINGS. IZI'' S MAKE A LISI' OF 
AIL '!HE 'IHrnG.S '!HAT ERIC HAS 'IO 00 'IO MAKE '!HE SOI.IJl'ION ~. 
SUPFOOE HE'S AT HCME WHEN HE DECIDES 'IO WY SAM '!HE BASKETBAIL? WHAT 
SHOOID HE 00 FIRST? 
Have the children generate a list of at least six thin;s Eric nee:ls 
to do to make the solution work. sane issues which might be 
considered include: 
1. FW cut ltlat kW of basketball to get. 
2. FW cut where to get it. 
3. Firrl cut how much it costs. 
4. Firrl cut when the store is open. 
5. How will Eric get the noney? 
6. How will Eric get transportation to the store? 
7. Eric has to p.irchase the basketball. 
8. · Eric has to go to Sam an:i give him the basketball at the 
right tine. 
9. Eric has to figure art: tmat to say when he gives Sam the 
basketball an:i has to say it in a nice tone of voice. 
'Ihe teacher should write the children's ideas as they suggest them. 
As sjhe writes, it is also necessary to structure the exercise in tYJO 
inportant ways: 
1. Have the children make their plans specific - As children 
mention the tasks to be done, make them specify how they woo.ld 
do them. For exanple: If a child says, "Firrl art: ltlat kirrl of 
basketball to get," the teacher should write this down an:i then 
ask, ''HcM could he firxi rut? Who could he ask?" Or if saneone 
says, ''He has to get m:mey, " the teacher might inquire ''What 
could he do to get it? Where woo.ld he get it fran? Who could 
he ask?" 'Ihe point here is to have the children be as clear 
an:i concrete about the plan as possible. 
2. Have children cany cut the $ps of their plan in a 
logical arrl sensible order - Although the exact step-by-step 
sequence of a plan may vary, it is often critical that sane 
actions be carried cut before others. For exanple, it is 
inportant to make sure a store is open before goirg there. 
Also, it is necessary to get noney before hlyirg a basketball. 
When children make suggestions withc:ut mentionin; preparatory 
steps which should be taken first, record the idea an1 then say 
samethin;J like, "'lhat's an inportant part of Eric's plan! art:, 
can saneone name sanethin;J that he has to do before doing that? 
By the erxi of the djSolSSion, a group's plan of action should 
follCM a logical sequence an:i oo major step should be left rut. 
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After the gro.Jp's plan has been fully develc:prl an:i written, 
there is a final exercise that the teacher should present to 
encx:JUrage children to be persistent 'When can:yirg rut their plan of 
action. 
1. :RAISrnG OBSTACI.ES 'IO KEY romrs OF 'llIE PIAN OF ACl'IOO -
In addition to making a specific an:i sensible plan, one must also be 
ready to try alternative actions if part of the plan falls throogh. 
To teach this skill, the teacher shc:W.d present 2 or 3 obstacles to 
see if children can work a!"Olll'Xi them. Obstacles should be raised in 
reaction to specific suggestions an:i shc:W.d mt be i.n.surma.mtable. 
Examples of obstacles for the present plan of action might be: 
1. What cou1d Eric do if his father \tJOU.ldn't give him the m:mey. 
2. What could Eric do if there was not a store in his tC1Nn that 
sold basketballs. 
3. What could Eric do if Sam was in a bad m:x:xi 'When he 'Weilt to 
give him the rew basketball? 
4. What cou1d Eric do if his m::>ther cou1dn' t give him a ride to 
the store? 
If no child in the group can think of an alternative strate:3Y to 
overcame an obstacle, the teacher should present one. All obstacles, 
even difficult ones, should be worked throogh! Record alternative 
strategies to obstacles alon; with the rest of the plan. 
ArK>ther example may be tried in order to eirq;ilasize one's ability 
to overcane obstacles 'Which will 'IOClSt probably arise for arrt given 
plan. 
'!he teacher might oonclooe the lesson by c:x::amtentirg, "SO CNCE 
YOO DF.CIDE WHICH SOWI'ION 'IO '!RY, '!HERE MAY BE LOI'S OF 'IHINGS YOO 
HAVE 'IO 00 'IO MAKE IT IDRK. 
Special Notes 
- '!he teacher should leave lots of space between steps of a rew 
plan 'When listirg them. '!his allows room for additional c:amnents 
when the children are asked to present their suggestions in a 
sensible order or with greater specificity. In mst cases, it is 
preferable to write the first child's suggestion near the micXJle of a 
page rather than at the top. '!his penni ts maxinuJm recordirg 
flexibility if children feel other steps should precede it. Ideally, 
at the erxi of the exercise, the suggestions for canyirg rut the plan 
should be liste:i in order fran the top to the bottan of the page. 
Enrichment Ideas 
- Have children plan rut (in writirg) the steps to sane goal they 
would like to accanplish. 
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Week VI 
Integration of Prcblem-solvirq behaviors. 
Objective: 
M.Jc.h enpiasis up to rON has been placed an the ~ of 
leanrln; arrl urrlerstan:tirq each of the six in:ilvidual prd::>lem solvirq 
steps. 'Ihe curriculum has made extensive use of drill, repetition, 
arrl recitation to assure that children can: 1) recall each of the 
steps, an1 2) me:rrorize the entire problem-solvirq precess in its 
appropriate sequence. At this point it is less inportant that 
children be able to name the prablem-solvirq steps an1 :nore inportant 
that they denonstrate a ex>nceptual urrlerstan:lirg of the ocrnponent 
problem-sol virq skills. 'Ihe latter inplies m::ivirq away fran mere 
listirq of steps to active discussion of the process an1 its 
application. :t-k>st inportantly, this final unit is designed to 
provide opportunities for the children to ~ the problem solvin;J 
approach to classroan arrl other types of real life problems. 
In addition, sane re'll oonoepts will be introduced into the 
curriculum to stren:Jthen the children's problem-solvirq abilities. 
First, children will learn that merely thinkin; of good solutions to 
problems may not be sufficient to solve them. It is also inportant 
to make concrete, step-by-step plans to effectively inplement 
solutions. For exanple, a potentially good solution may lead to 
disastrous results if it is poorly tililed or insensitively delivered. 
Secom, it is entirely possible that a child may apply the problem 
solvirq sequence perfectly arrl still not achieve hisjher goal because 
of unanticipated problems or obstacles. When this happens, the child 
may (un:lerst.anjably) feel upset or discouraged arrl be te:npted to give 
up - or ask an adult to cane to hisjher aid. Accordingly, dli.ldren 
will be taught: 1) to carefully plan the inplentation of their 
solution, 2) that unanticipated obstacles saneti.mes cause one's first 
solution to fail, arrl 3) it's inportant tom again if the first 
solution doesn't make thllY:Js better {i.e., to go back to the 
solutions they thought of arrl pick another good one to tJ:y) • 
In surnrnaey, the unit's goals are: 
1. To review the problem-solvirq sequence to assure CODC§ptual 
urrle.rst:arxii of its steps beyo:rxi mere me.oorization of the 
process. 
2. To diSOJSs arrl practice how to inplement solutions effectively 
- the inportance of concrete step-by-step plannirg will be 
~ized. 
3. To teach the inportant role of persistance in prablem-sol virq; 
to be sure to tzy again if the first solution doesn't work. 
4. To provide opportunities to apply the prablem-sol virq awroach 
with real life situations; to aid in the generalization of 
acqui.rerl problem-solvirq skills to situations rutside the 
fonnal lessons. 
Week VI Lesson l 
Problems arrl Obstacles 
Presentation arrl Procedure 
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['Ille entire lesson should be repeated usin;J a different plot. J 
Introduce the lesson by sayin;J: 
I'D LIKE TO REVIEW WHAT WE'VE I.EARNED BY USING 'IEE J?ROBUM 
SOLVING STEPS TO SOLVE 'lHIS NEW J?ROBUM. 
story l. George arrl Karen were playin;J catch lthlen sane kid came 
over, took the ball arrl ran toward his friems on the other side of 
the field. 'Ibey were upset because that was their only ball arrl they 
were havin;J fun playirg with it. 'Il1e other kid arrl his friems began 
playirg with the ball arrl pointed at George arrl Karen arrl laughed at 
them. 
After readi.n3" the sto:cy, call on volunteers to answer the 
follc:Mirg questions. It Wt:Wd be helpful. to write the prci:>lem, goal, 
solutions, arrl consequences an the board. 
l. How do you think George arrl Karen felt? 
2. What is the first t:hln;J they should do? 
3. What cares next? 
4. NCM what? 
5. Who can say the next two problem solvirg steps? (Why?) 
6. HCM can you tell \ttrlch solution to try? 
Why not just try the first solution that cares to mW? 
7. Have the children pair 5 solutions arrl consequences. Have 
each child rate the effectiveness of his/her solution by 
askirg the "consequences questions." 
8. Have the class vote to decide \ttrlch solution should be tried. 
9. Repeat problem-sol virg step #6 
Part 2. 
Objective: 'Il1e p.npose of this activity is to encourage children 
not to give .Jm, to keep tryirg even if the first solution 
atteirpte1 does not solve the problem. 
Presentation arrl Procedure: 
After the class has chosen a solution that George arrl Karen 
should try I the teacher might say I 
WE 'VE GONE ~ AIL 'IEE J?ROBUM SOLVING STEPS AND a:ME UP 
WI'IH WHAT SEEMS LIKE A RF.ALLY GCX>D SOll1.I'ION TOI:M\Y. I.El'' S ACT CX.11' 
'IHIS J?ROBliM AND I' LL TEAai YOO SCME'IHING NEW AB:X1l' J?ROBUM-SOLVING. 
For this problem, the teacher should play the role of the other 
kid, arrl select two children to be George arrl Karen. structure the 
role play so that George arrl Karen are playirg catch. '!hen the 
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teacher cc:mes CNer ani takes the ball. '!be two children shc:W.d be 
prarpte:i to go throogh the stei;:s as follows: 
GEORGE: WE' RE UPSEI' BECAUSE PEl'E 'IOOK OOR BAIL AND 'lHERE IS 
NOIHING EISE 'IO PI.AY w.rm. 
KAREN: OO'R GOAL IS 'IO GEI' 'IHE B.?U.L BACK. 
GEORGE: WHAT 00 YCXJ 'llilNK WE SHOOI.D 00? 
(to Karen) 
KAREN: WE CXXJID (Propose a solution ani its consequence) 
GEORGE: WE CXXJID (Propose a solution ani its oonsegµence) 
KAREN: IEI''S '!RY (the best solution fran the preyioos activity) 
When George am Karen tty their solution to get the ball back, 
the teacher (Peter) shc:W.d REFUSE 'IO GIVE IT. 'lllen inturrupt the 
role-play ani review what took place. 
CI.ASS I GIDRGE AND KAREN STATED 'IHEIR PROBUM AND GOAL. 'IHEY 
EVEN 'IHCXJGHI' OF SCME SOI.IJTIONS AND 'IHEIR c:x:N~CE:.s. (Solution X) 
SEEMED LIKE A GOOD sollJI'ION, BJI' IT o:rm 'T ~. '!HEY DII:N' T RFACli 
'lHEIR GOAL OF GE!'l'lNG 'IHE BAIL BACK. 
HCM' DID GIDRGE AND KAREN FEEL WHEN '!HEIR SOI.IJTION DI!N' T l+l)RK? 
(disappointed, discouraged, sad, tired, mad, let down. Have a brief 
discussion that this is natural ani that the person may be te:rrpted to 
give up.) 
CI.ASS I WHAT 00 YCXJ 'ImNK GroRGE AND KAREN S1IXJI.D 00 NE>a'? ('!be 
answer yoo want here is: '!RY AGAIN! ) '!HAT' s RIGHI'. IT' s IMroRI'ANI' 
FOR GOOD PROBUM SOLVERS 'IO TRY AGAIN. 
WHO CAN PICK AN01HER SOllJI'ICN 'IHAT '!HEY MIGHI' 'IRY? (If it is a 
good solution, have them tty it arrl retum the ball to them.) WE CAN 
SEE 'IHAT MANY TIMFS, IF CXJR FIRST SOllJI'ICN OOES NOl' ~' WE CAN TRY 
ANOIHER ONE RIGHI' '/WTAY. 
BtJr I WHAT IF GroRGE AND I<AREN 'lHREA.'IllmD 'IO BE'AT 'IHE OlHER KID 
UP AND HE oor REAILY MAD? 'WHO 'IHINI<S '!HAT NCM IS 'IHE TIME 'IO 'IRY 
ANOIHER SOI.IJI'ION? (call on volunteers- children may or may not be 
sensitive to timing at this point. (Basically the answer is that 
George ani Karen should wait.) IF PETE IS 'IHAT MAD, MAYBE GEORGE AND 
KAREN SHOOI.D WAIT FOR HIM 'IO CAIM IX:MN. 
SO, IF YCUR FIRST SOllJI'ICN FAIIS, WHAT SHOOI.D WE 00? (Try 
again) SCl1ETlMFS WE CAN TRY WHEN? (Right away) AND SCl1ETlMFS WE 
SHOOID WAIT A LI'ITI.E WHILE. 
Conclude the lesson by seeirg if anyone can name all six problem 
solvirg steps. 
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Enrichment Ideas: 
- Orildren might be enco..iraged to keep a problem solvirg diary in 
their not:.el::ooks. Teachers might structure such an activity by 
preparin:3' a harrlout such as the followi.n:J: 
MY PROBUM SOLVING DIARY 
I am feelirg ----------------------
My Prd::>lem is 
----------------------
My goal is 
----------------------~ 
I stopped to think of solutions an1 their ~· 
Solutions What might happen next? 
I am goirg to do this to solve my problem. ----------
Prol:?lem-solvirg Skit Preparation 
Objective: 
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1. To provide an qp:>rtunity for the children to plan a role-play 
of \!what they have learned abo..rt prablem-solvirg, this time with 
max.imLnn irrleperrlence. '!he skits will be presenta:i to the Teacher IS 
assistants in the last session. 
Presentation arrl Prcx:::e:lure: 
Begin the lesson by callirg on a few class members to naire the 
problem sol virg steps if you think they need another review. Ask 
them to expand on aey corx:epts they seem to be havirg difficulty 
graspirg. 
For this activity, the class will be divided into small groups 
of three or four, made up (whenever possible) of c.h.ildren who 'WOrk 
well together. Before dividirg into these groups, tell the class 
that today they will be makin] up skits, solvirg a problem usirg the 
problem-solvirg steps. '!hey will be broken up into small groups arrl 
asked to· decide am:m;J themselves \!what prablem they want to 'WOrk on. 
Encourage the children to pick a prablem that's inportant to them. 
(i.e., that they nm into a lot). In order to get the c.h.ildren to 
apply their problem solvirg skills outside the school context, 
instruct them that they can use prablems which hai:pm at school or on 
the playgrourrl, or at bane. 
After they've decided on the prablem, they must check it cut 
with the teacher. Next, each gra.JP goes throoght the prablem-
sol virg steps to solve the prablem inclu::lin;J the selection of the 
best solution to the prablem. '!hey should decide who will act cut 
which parts arrl practice the skit a OCA.Jple of times. All gra.ip 
members should participate in the skit. 
'!he children should be encooraged to 'WOrk really hard on these 
skits, makin] sure to include all the problem-sol virg steps, s:i.ooe 
durirg the last lesson they will actirg cut their skits for the 
Teacher's assistants arrl their classmates to see. 
Allow the c.h.ildren to 'WOrk in their groups for small periods of 
time at different times durirg the week. '!he teacher should 
circulate airorg the groups, makin] sure c.h.ildren urderstarrl \!what to 
do, arrl helpirg them to stay on-task when necessary. Children should 
be encouraged to practice showirg feelirgs, pick cut the prablems 
which they encolll'lter m::>St often, have several solution-consequence 
pairs ready to try out, think of all the steps necessary to carry out 
a good solution etc. 
Special Notes: 
- It's inportant that children be made aware that in two lessons 
will be the last time the aides will cane to teach a lesson. In 
addition, to pointirg cut that the skits will be a "farewell 
performance", sane teachers have given c.h.ildren the option of naki.rg 
cards to say "good-bye". 
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Week VI lesson 2 
Objectives: 
1. To demonstrate that the problem solvin;J process can be awlied 
successfully to problem situations which are experienced thralghout 
the day at school arrl at bane. 
2. To provide a forum where dridren may talk aro..rt problems they 
have had where the problem solvin;J prcx::ess helped or might have 
helped them to work rut difficulties. 
3. To practice role-playirq solutions to problems. 
Presentation arrl Procedure: 
After briefly reviewin;J the 6 problem solvin;J steps, the teacher 
may introduce this exercise by sayin;J scmethirg like: 
'ro~Y I B:>YS AND GIRI.S I I.EI' Is TAI.l{ .AB:X.JT OIHER TIMES WH.Em: WE 
HAVE USED OR cxm.D HAVE USED OOR PROBUM SOLvmG STEPS. WE CAN TAlK 
.AB:X.JT PROBUMS WE 'VE HAD AT SCHOOL OR HCME, AND ALSO ACT CVl' 
SOI.IJI'IONS 'ro THEM. 
After a few presentations, select one problem which a drild had 
difficulty solvin;J for further exploration. Ask the child to: 
1) Say exactly what the problem is, arrl 2) decide on hisjher goal. 
'!hen have the class generate solutions arrl cx:msequences to the 
problem. 'Ihese may be role-played. After a few solution-
cxmsequence pairin;rs I ask the child who initially described the 
problem which solution sjhe thinks shoold be tried arrl have hin\lher 
role-play it. D.lrin;J the role-play, point rut thin;Js (e.g. , tiinirq, 
tone of voice) the child might utilize in tryin;J to solve the 
conflict nore effectively. Also, where helpful, raise obstacles for 
the drildren to overcane. 
Repeat this exercise usinq other problems. Cbncll.rle the 
activity by tellirg children to let yoo know aro..rt times 'When they 
use the steps to solve their problems. 
Special Notes 
- Occasionally it is na;t prcductive to have an effective problem 
solver m:xiel a solution attenpt before havin;J the child who initially 
raisEd the problem act it rut. F\Jrt:hentore, if a child seems upset 
'When raisin;} a problem, it may be best to talk abCAlt b.lt mt act rut 
the problem at all. 
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Week VII - nm END 
Objective: 
1. To review sane of the :rore inp::>rtant points taught durin] the 
Problem-sol vinJ program. 
Materials: 
1. List of Problem-sol vinJ Quiz questions which can be cut up. 
Presentation arrl Prcx::edure: 
rromY WE WILL HAVE A o:N1'EST 'ro SEE HCM MOCH WE CAN REMEMBER 
AOCVr nm 'IHmGS WE'VE I.EARNED m nm PROBUM SOLVlNG PRCGRAM. 
Divide the class into three (or two) teams. Have the teams sit in 
lines across fran each other so yru can ask each team member a 
question al ternatin] between teams. · 
Tell the children that their team will receive a point for each 
question a member of their team answers correctly by himself or 
herself. If saneone is uncertain abc:ut an answer or resporrls 
incorrectly I then the other team will be allowed to answer the 
question. '!he teacher should keep track of the score on the board. 
At the en:l of the activity, oorgtatulate each team for how much they 
know about problem solvin]. 
On the f ollowin] pages is a list of the questions which will 
make up the quiz. D.lrin] the quiz, yru should 1'¥)'t ask questions in 
the same order as they appear on the list. Rather, skip fran section 
to section (e.g., Feelin]s, Problems, Problem-solvin] steps, etc.) in 
choosinJ yoor questions. One alternative to readin] the questions 
yourself is to cut these questions in strips, p.rt them in a hat, arrl 
allow the children to pick their own. A list of the quiz questions 
can be copied fran the pages below. 
Special Notes: 
- It may be helpful to give dlildren control aver the difficulty 
of questions they answer by assigninJ difficulty values of 1,2, & 3 
to questions arrl ~ them what level they'd like to answer. 
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Problem Solvin;J ~z 
Problem Solvi.m steps 
l. Naire the first problem solvin;J step. 
2. Naire the secorrl problem solvin;J step. 
3. Naire the third problem sol vin:J step. 
4. Naire the fourth problem sol vin;J step. 
5. Naire the fifth problem solvin;J step. 
6. Naire the sixth problem sol vin;J step. 
7. Naire all the problem sol vin;J steps. 
Feelings 
l. Who has feelings? 
2. Where are feelings? 
3. Hc::M can we tell hCM a person is feelin';J? 
4. True or False. Evecyone feels the same abrut the things they 
do or that hawe,n to them. 
5. What two kims of feelings are there? 
6. True or False. Feelings always stay the same. 
7. Name a good feelin;J (can be asked several times. ) 
s. Narre a not-so-good feelin;J. (ibid) 
Problems 
1. What is a problem? 
2. What ltUlSt we do with problems? 
3. Name a problem. (can be asked several times) 
4. What is a 9oal? 
5. Why is it ilrportant to stq? a.00 think before yoo act? 
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6. Name a problem and a goal. (can be asked several times. ) 
7. How can we tell if we're havirx] a problem? {Upset feelin;;s) 
Solutions 
1. How many different ways are there to solve a problem? 
2. How many solutions should we tcy to think up? 
3. Name a problem and two solutions. 
Consequences 
1. What is a oonsequen:::e? 
2. How can you tell if a solution is a good one? 
a. By thinking ahead to what might happen next. 
b. By decidin;J if you want that to happen. 
3. When you think you have a good solution, what should you do 
next? 
4. Tnle or False. '!here is only one good way to solve a problem. 
Making Solutions Work 
l. {k)es thinking of solutions always solve your problem? 
2. Name sate reasons 'Wny good solutions might not solve your 
problems. 
a. '1he other person might be in a bad m:x:xi. 
b. '1he other person might be busy, or it's a bad tillle. 
c. A good solution might 'WOrk with one person 
but not with another. 
3. What should you do if your first solution to a problem doesn't 
'WOrk? 
4. D.:> you think you can usually solve your own problems if you 
tiy? 
Part 2. 
Put on Prablem-solvirx] skits that the children have been 
'WOrkirg on this last week. 
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Part 3. 
Problem solvirq program wrap-up. 
Objectives: 
1. To allow t.he children to summarize ani integrate for them.selves 
what they've learned fran t.he program. 
2. To allow them to express their opinions about t.he program. 
3. To encaJrage them to contirue usirXJ t.he problem sol virq steps 
even though t.he program is av-er. 
4. To discuss ways to practice problem solvin:J fort.he remainier 
of t.he year. 
Presentation ani Procedure 
You should start this lesson by sayin:J sanethin:] like: 
C!ASS, W~Y IS 'IHE I.AST mx;uIAR DhY OF 'IHE FR:>BUM SOLVING 
CIASS. H~, 'IHAT OOESN' T MEAN 'lHAT IT WIL BE 'IHE I.AST TIME WE 
WILL USE ex.JR FR:>BUM SOLVING SKIUS. WE CAN USE CUR P.ROBI.Di SOLVING 
STEPS AIL 'IHE TIME, EVERYDAY IN SCKX>L AND AT HCl1E. 
WDhY, I w::x.JI.D LIKE TO FIND cur H:M YOO 'llllNK 'IHE FR:>BUM 
SOLVING PRCGRAM HAS HELPED YOO AND WHAT YOO 'llllNK OF SCI£ OF 'IHE 
'IHINGS WE'VE BEEN oomG. 
'lhe followin:J questions will facilitate a discussion on the 
children's attitudes ani opinions on the Prablem-solvin:J program. 
Please feel free to add any questions which yru think are :relevant. 
Since we would like a maxirmJm am:JUnt of feerlback, enccorage as many 
children as possible to participate. Do not accept 'yes' or 'no' 
answers - ask children to explain further or elaborate their 
responses. 
1. WHAT '!RINGS HAVE YOO I.EARNED rnc:M 'IHE IroBUM SOLVING PRCGRAM 
'IHAT YOO DIW'T l<NCM BEFORE? 
2. CAN YOO 'llllNK OF TIMES WHEN YOO'VE BEEN ABLE ro USE 'IHESE NEW 
'IHmGS? 
3. WHAT KINOO OF PROBUMS HAS 'IHE P.ROBUM SOLVING ~ HEU'ED 
YOO TO SOLVE? 
4. WHEN HAVE YOO USED 'IHE IroBUM SOLvmG PRCGRAM AT HG1E? 
5. HCM HAS 'IHE PROBllM SOLVING PRCGRAM HELPED WI'IH 'IHE WAY YOO 
GET AI.ONG WI'IH OIHER PIDPI.E? 
6. WHAT ARE SCME OF 'IHE 'lHlNG.S YOO LIKED OOmG BEST IXJRrnG IXJRING 
'IHE :m::xiRAM? 
7. WHAT ARE SCME OF 'IRE 'lHINGS YOO LIKED OOING 'IRE I.EAST? 
8. 00 YOO THINK OIHER EOYS AND GIRLS \nJID LIKE 'ro IF.ARN AJn:1l' 
~BUM SOLVING? 
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9. \nJID YOO LIKE 'ro I.EARN AB:Ur ~BUM SOLVING NEXT YFAR AGAIN? 
10. HAVE YOO EVER TRIED 'IO TEAai ANYCNE EI.SE AB:XJl' ~BUM 
SOLVING? 
11. 1D'l CAN WE KEEP USING 'IRE ~BUM SOLVING &"IEPS m CI.ASS? 
Praise the c:hildren for the fine joo they've done throughrut the 
PrOOlem-solvin:J program teyin:J to leain the new ideas an:i use them in 
school an:i other places. Most inp:>rtantly, re:mini the class that 
problem solvin] is rx:Jt over - it's just beqinn.in1. Now that they 
have learned hOVI to solve their prd:>le:ms, you'd like to see them use 
these ideas IOC>re an:i IOC>re. I.et the class know that you' 11 be usin] 
problem solvin] yourself arrl you'd like to help them if they have aey 
questions when they use it. sanetimes, when you can't seem to solve 
a problem you need to ask the teacher or saooone else for help. Both 
thin:Js are okay to do - an:i the teacher should encourage this sort 
of interaction. 
In addition, a problem solvin:J box will be placed in each class. 
Children can write da4n aey problem they have durin] the week - or 
sanetru.Iq brief that will re:mini them of their problem. In:iex cards 
or diacy sheets can be used for this :plrpOSe. At least ax::e eadl 
week, at a designated time, the teacher can go through the cards arrl 
select a fEM for class disaJSSion, role-play, et.c. Teachers' use of 
spontaneous dialoguirq, as problems occur, will often be JOOSt 
effective for encouragin:J children to apply the prd:>lem solvin] 
procedures. In connection with the weekly djsa1ssion an:vor in 
relation to the orqoin:J class behavior (in which prd:>lem solvin] is 
used) the teacher can designate a child PrOOlem solver of the week -
each week. '!he receipt of this award oruld be tied to sane special 
classrocan privilege. 
SPS ENCDRE 
'Ihe lessons in this SPS program teach children 1) a prablem-
sol virg vocab.llacy, 2) iltportant aspects of problems to fc:x::us an, 
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3) an approach that facilitates camnunication about solvirg problems. 
Sarne kids "get the message" arxi consistently work rut their own 
difficulties. Most kids still require their teacher's encouragement 
to tcy rut problem solvirg in real life situations. '!he way to 
affect children's use of problem solvirg is to point rut tilOOS when 
they actually do or don't use it. Hopefully, by the end of teachirg 
the fomal lessons, arxi applyirg problem-solvirg ideas durirg other 
parts of the school day, teachers will feel canfortable usirg problem 
sol virg dialoguing techniques arxi will naturally continue to fin:i 
many ways of integratirg problem solvirg into the classroc:m 
experience. 
Before offerirg sane ideas on how to remi.rrl an:i reinforce kids' 
application of problem solvirg, a few qualifiers are in order. 
First, problem solvirg shoul.dn't be used all the time. It's one 
important tool in your bag of tricks. In situations where children 
are too upset or the class is unruly ani you want to establish 
control, techniques other than problem solvirg may be m::>re effective. 
Decide when to use SPS by keepirg two ems in min:i: 
1. To help kids learn to harxile themselves m::>re effectively. 
2. To make kids believe that they can solve prablems on their 
own. 
Ha.I arxi when do you work toNard these goals? 'I""1o C'hanoes to 
intervene with problem sol virg dialoguing are: 
1. When a problem arises in the classroc:m and you absexve it. 
2. When a child approaches you with a prablem. 
Yru can point rut deficiencies in a child's approach by ~' 
WHAT Is 'IHE PR:>Bini HERE? 11'.:M 00 YCXJ »m? 
WHAT HAVE YOO IX>NE AlnJI' IT SO FAR? (Praise atten'pts arxi 
identify feelirgs, consequerx::es, means-er:rls thi.nkirg, ani ways 
to improve or persist.) 
DID YOO SlOP AND '!HINK? DID YOO ACT '100 tm:CKLY? 
WHAT WAS YOOR OOAL? 11'.:M DID YCXJ WANT 'IH!NGS 'IO END UP? 
WHAT SOIDI'IOO/S HAVE YOO 'IRIED? 11'.:M cx:m.D YCXJ MAKE '!HAT 
SOIDI'IOO w:>RK a.Jr BE'l'l'..ER? 
WHAT om:ER SOIDI'IOOS CAN YOO 'lmNK OF? DID YCXJ '!HINK AHFAD 'IO 
'!HE CDNSEX2UENCE.S? 
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If you're busy, call on a good problem solver to help the child 
with the problem. Have kids tell you what they finally did to work 
thi.rqs out. For most cases, it's best to encourage children to solve 
conflicts on their own. In sane instanc:::es, (e.g., when a child has 
already tried several good solutions or has been threatened 
physically) it's best for the teach.er to inte?:vene. When you help 
with a problem, point rut why askirr:J you was a good solution. 
You can also adapt airJ of the foll<:Min:J ways to create or 
encourage opportunities to employ problem solvirg: 
1. Focus on a child who has solved a problem effectively. Help 
children take notice of when they or scmaone else used the p.r:ocess -
even without knowirg it. 
2. Reward children for usirg problem sol virg (e.g. , "Prcblem-
sol ver-of-the-week/m:mth/year" awards). 
3. Designate a regular problem sol virg d j So.lSSion time durirg 
which children can report suooessful uses of problem solvirg or get 
grcAJP help on problems they have been unable to solve. 
4. Tell children about your own problems an1 sucx:esses; get 
their help with toogh, persistent class problems for which new 
solutions are needed fran time to time (alternatives mntests may be 
useful at times to get the groop thi.nk.irg of new solutions to old 
problems. 
s. "Ole" children, when possible, to apply steps an1 solve 
problems on their own as they cx:me up. sane situations may call for 
givirg the children with a problem a limited pericxi of time in which 
to solve the disagreement by themselves or accept your solution (one 
which neither child WCAll.d prefer). 
6. ShCM an1 tell activities about feelin]s an1 experiences can 
be used irxlividually or in small groop SPS skits. 
7. Spontaneous problem sol virg can be repeated to give kids 
practice in on-the-spot applications. 
8. Role-plays can be acted rut by children to help saneone else 
with a to.Jgh problem or to try rut different solutions that can be 
inproved with rehearsal of such elements as tone of voice, plannin:J, 
dealirg with obstacles, persistirg, etc. 
9. A class problem sol virg dlart could be kept up to see hoW 
many times children (an1 teachers) use problem solvirg be the erxi of 
the year. Older children may keep irxlividualized logs with entries 
for times that they solved problems at heme or on the playg:rcurxi as 
well as in school. 
APPENDIX C 
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Orildren's MEPS 
'Ihe Orildren's MEPS is administered orally to .in:lividual 
children. Children's verbal responses are recorded vematim by the 
test administrator. 'Ihe task is presented as follows: 
We are interested in the way children like you think 
abrut thi.n;Js. Now what we are goi.rg to do is not a 
test. In other words, there are no right or wren; 
answers, Okay? What you are going to do is make up 
same stories and I'm going to help you. For each 
story, I will give you the beginnirg and the en:i. 
You will make up the middle part. In other words, 
you make up what happens in between the beginning of 
the story I will give you and the en:i of the story I 
will give you. Be sure and tell me everythin;J abrut 
the story that oc:mes into your head, Okay? 
'Ihe follc:Mirq six stories carprise the Otlldren' s MEPS. Male 
protagonists are used for boys, and female protagonists (in 
parentheses) for girls. 
1. One day George (Amy) was standing aroun::l with same other kids, 
'When one of the kids said samethi.rg real nasty to George (Amy) • 
George (Amy) got very mad. He (she) got so mad he (she) decided to 
get even with the other boy (girl). 'Ihe story en:is with George 
(Amy) happy because he (she) got even. What~ in between one 
of the kids sayi.rg samethi.rg real nasty to George (Amy), and 'When he 
(she) is very ha;wy because he (she) got even? 
2.Al (Joyce) had just noved into the neighborhood. He (she) didn't 
know anyone and felt very lonely. 'Ihe story en:is with Al (Joyce) 
having many good frierrls and feeling at hane in the neighboihood. 
What happens in between Al's (Joyce's) novi.rg in and feeli.rg lonely, 
and when he (she) errls up with many good frien:is? 
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3. One day, Bab (Bart:ara) sees a valuable diam:m:i in a ~ winiow 
arxi he (she) decides to steal it. 'Ihe story errls after he (she) 
steals the dianorxi. What happens in between his (her) see~ the 
dianorxi in the shop wirxiow arxi when he (she) steals it? 
4. Victor (Vickie) broke his (her) nother's favorite flCMerpOt arxi 
he (she) knows his (her) nother will be mad at him (her). 'Ihe story 
errls with his (her) nother not be~ mad at him (her). What~ 
in between when Victor (Vickie) broke his (her) nother's favorite 
flCMerpOt arxi when his (her) not.her is not mad at him (her)? 
5. Jim (Jane) needed m:mey badly. In three weeks, it woul.d be his 
(her) oother's birthday, arxi he (she) wanted to b.ly her sane~ 
special. 'Ihe story errls with Jim (Jane) givirq his (her) nother the 
present on the mmin; of her birthday. 'Hhat ~ in betwen 
Jim's (Jane's) needirq DJl'leY badly, arxi three wee.ks later when he 
(she) gives his (her) not.her the birthday present? 
6. While wa1.kirq hate one day, Pete (Helen) saw a beautiful sports 
car parked at the curb. He (She) went over arxi looked at it arxi as 
he (she) looked it over, he (she) wished sane day that he (she) 
'WOUld own one. 'Ihe story errls with Pete (Helen) ~ a car just 
like it. What happens in between Pete's (Helen's) see~ the 
beautiful sports car arxi when he (she) errls up~ one just like 
it? 
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Scoring. 
'Ibe Children's MEPS is srored for the number of l!§ID§ stated 
t.c:Wcmi a given story goal, the number of obstacles that might be 
e.rx::x:ontered on the way to that goal, arrl the number of irdications 
of tine taken to reach the goal. 'Ihese carp:ment srores are summed 
across stories to give a total means-erxls srore for each child. 
'Ibe srorirq procedures arrl definition of tenns outlined 
briefly in Shure arrl Spivack (1972) were follCMed closely in the 
present study. So::>rirq instructions were adapted fran a.rt:l.er 
(1979). 
General. 
1. :Restatement of story beginnirgs were not soo:red, nor was 
there aey srorirq of material that follCMed goal attainment. 
2. If aey degree of goal attainment was present in the 
child's story, normal scorin;J procedures were follCMed. Only when 
the story action was totally facetioos or irrelevant to goal 
attainment, or when there was a total failure to work t.c:Wcmi the 
stated story goal, was the child's production soored zero. 
Means. 
1. Very vague action references (e.g. "She did sane thin:Js 
to the girl", ''he got sane frierxis") were not soored as means. More 
specific, but unelaborate:i action references (e.g. "She played a 
trick on the girl", ''He made frierxis with ••• ") were accepted as 
means. 
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2. Means were scored for each step in well-elaborated 
proble:m-solvin;J sequences (e.g. c:ibtainin:J materials, settin; up 
situations, execution of plan). However, description of an action 
sequence that was merely detailed (e.g. a blow-by-blc:M description 
of a fistfight) was scored as one mean only, i.e., fightin;J. 
3. Action sequences that~ relatively greater 
SOfhlstication in harxilin;J inteipersonal problems frequently merited 
no:re than one mean. For exanple, in sto:cy 4, tellin;J 'llOtheI' that 
her flower pot was broken merited one mean; tellin;J her as well as 
apologizin;J or of ferin;J to b.ly her another flowerpot was scored as 
two means. 
4. sto:cy sequences that shor#ed awareness of cxriplex steps in 
solvin;J a problem, often merited no:re than one mean. For exanple in 
sto:cy 6, the major problem was usually seen as gettin;J enrugh lOC>l'leY 
for a sports car (scored one mean); additional steps such as 
learnirg to drive or gettin;J a licence were sex>red as separate means 
if they were portrayed as necessacy to the defined goal of obtainin;J 
a sports car. 
5. References to a specific plamin;J process or to settin; 
up a situation were sex>red as means separate fran the means sex>red 
for execution of the plan. For exanple, statements such as ''He drew 
up a plan, then he (executed plan) " were scored as two means. 
6. References to t:hinkin; of consequences followed by a 
m:xlification of the plan [e.g. ''he decided he cc:W.dn't do it because 
he would get in trouble, so he (thooght of another plan) ") were 
sex>red as means separate fran execution of the plan. 
7. Askin;J for help or suggestions fran either peer or 
authority figures was scored as a mean separate fran execution of 
the prable.m-solvirg action. 
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8. 'lWo or m::>re means in the same category in any qi ven story 
(e.g. playirg, gett.ID] a job) had to be qualitatively different to 
merit scorirg as separate means. In story 5 for exanple, getti.n:J a 
job in a store, getti.n:J a paper roote, arxi babysi ttin;J were 
considered separate means. Ik>i.n:J chores for mother am then for 
several neighbors was scored as one mean only. 
9. story sequences that revealed an awareness of hCM a goal 
might be obtained (e.g. a teacher intrcducirg a new child in the 
neighbortlood to the class) were scored as means even thoogh the 
protagonist did not himself irxilcate action instrumental to goal 
attainment. 
10. :References that inq:llied but did not directly state 
problem sol virg intention ( e. q. a new child in the neighbortlood 
goirg out bike ridirg to look aroond, in story 2) were scored as 
means. 
11. :References to actual goal attainment were not scored. 
For exairple in story 3, a sequence such as "He broke the wirrlc:M (or 
reached in) arrl grabbed the diarrorrl" was scored as one mean only. 
12. Al tho..1gh stories were not scored past goal attainment, 
in Story 3 (where the defined goal is abtaininJ the di.aJocnj) 
references to leavi.n:J the scene or hidirg the dianorxl that were seen 
as part of the overall plan were scored as separate means. 
Obstacles. 
1. Internal impedinents to goal attairnnent (e.g. shyness, 
noral consideration, being different fran other children) were 
scored as obstacles, as were exten"la1 inperliJnents (e.g. another 
person interfering) • 
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2. Obstacles were scored only in relation to the defined 
goal attairnnent. If they were seen sin'ply as a consequence of a 
given action (e.g. in story 1, "!bey fought at recess arrl got the 
strap") or as a prelude to a conclusion 'Which was not the defined 
goal (e.g. in sto:cy 1, "'Ibey got a lecture for fightirq, so they 
made up."), they were not scored. In story 3, references to the 
protagonist beirq disoovered, or to disoove:cy that the diam:Jrd was 
missin; were not scored as obstacles l.mless they threatened 
successful cc:1Tpletion of the rd:lbery. 
3. As with neans, repetitions of essentially the same 
obstacle were not scored. 
Time. 
1. 'Iwo kirx:ls of time reference were scored: 
a) prq>itioos use of time on an occasion (e.g. stealing 
the dian'Drrl when the storekeeper was in the back of 
the store at night. 
b) clear recognition that the passage of time was a 
natural part of planning to solve or actually 
solvin; a problem. 
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2. Vague references to time (e.g. "later'', or "After a 
while") or references that were a natural pa.rt of arrt 
stocy-tellirg process {e.g. "'Ihe next day'', "on the way 
hcaoo") were not scored for time. 
3. Passage of tbne references that were not appropriate to 
the problem at harxi (e.g. in stocy 6, a child savirg 
noney for a car in one week) were not scored for time. 
4. Repetitious references to time were scored ooly on:::ie per 
stocy (e.g. "He did job X for one week, then job Y for 
one 'Week ••• ") • 'lhis kim of time ref erenoe ocx::urs 1lCSt 
frequently in stocy 5. 
APPENDIX D 
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FaJRni GRADE FRIENmHIP ROSTER 
1 2 3 4 5 
Dislike Dislike OK Like Like 
A IDt Sanewhat Sanewhat A Lot 
CINNAM:>N 'IWISI' 1 2 3 4 5 
JFAN-CTAUDE BX>ZER 1 2 3 4 5 
ANNE HALL 1 2 3 4 5 
JOHN CXXJGAR 1 2 3 4 5 
OiRIS'IOFHER REEVE 1 2 3 4 5 
NORM CERI'AIN l 2 3 4 5 
RYAN DhVIS 1 2 3 4 5 
ARarIE ElJNKER 1 2 3 4 5 
ROBER!' ix:o:;IAS 1 2 3 4 5 
MARK HAMIIL 1 2 3 4 5 
AREIHA FRANKLIN l 2 3 4 5 
Il?\NNY IEFRANK l 2 3 4 5 
JESSE OOEN 1 2 3 4 5 
VANNA WHITE l 2 3 4 5 
JENNY PUPERSMI'IH l 2 3 4 5 
JERRY CJ.iAILY l 2 3 4 5 
STEVE PAZUCKY l 2 3 4 5 
JUDY FINLEY 1 2 3 4 5 
AUX I<EA'ION 1 2 3 4 5 
SHELLY 'lUCKER l 2 3 4 5 
l 2 3 4 5 
Dislike Dislike OK Like Like 
A IDt Sanewhat Sanewhat A IDt 
Peer Evaluation Sheet 
Sansone who is smart arrl usually has the answer. 
Sansone who is honest. 
Sansone who gets nad wen they don't get 
their way. 
Someone wo doesn't want your help, even if 
you offer it. 
Someone wo seems to play by hiln.self/herself. 
Sansone who tells other children 'What to do. 
Saneone wo is a bully arrl picks on 
smaller boys arrl girls. 
Sorneone who is stuck up arrl thinks he's/ 
she's better than anyone else. 
Someone who is a nice pest, who is often 
in trouble but is really nice. 
Sorneone who is good at explainm] thirgs 
to others. 
Sorneone who shares his/her thirgs. 
Sorneone who is afraid to ask for help. 
saneone who never seems to be havirq 
a good tilne. 
Sorneone who is funny arrl does not cause 
tra.lble in class. 
saneone who can't wait his/her turn. 
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Saneone who often charges the subject. 
Saneone 'Who is liked by all. 
Saneone 'Who doesn't kncM hOVl to join the group. 
Saneone who stan:ls back arrl watches while 
others are playin:J. 
Saneone 'Who seems too shy to make frien:is. 
Saneone 'Who carplains a lot. 
Saneone 'Who speaks softly arrl is difficult 
to un:lerstarrl. 
A child 'Who is often fallin:J down or gettin:J hurt. 
Saneone 'Who is always helpin:J others. 
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